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ABSTRACT
A Study To Identify and Define
The Principle Characteristics and Approaches
In Christian Premarital Preparation
Jay P. CooK
In today's ciilture marriages are suffering from a variety of
ailments. It is difficult for Christian couples to go a lifetime
without marital disharmony. This study looks at one possible way,
premarital preparation, for the church to assist Christian couples in
developing \^*lolesome marriages.
This study identifies and defines the principle characteristics of
premarital preparation. The study identifies and defines some of the
characteristics and approaches in premarital counseling through surveys
given to both clergy and laity and a review of literature.
Before pastors can enter into premarital preparation/counseling
they must develop a theology of marriage. Frcxn that theology they can
instruct couples about developing wholesome marriages. Premarital
preparation is not so much a time for counseling but more a time to
assist or prepare a couple for marriage.
Chapters Three, Four, and Five present the findings of the surveys
and the review of literature. These three chapters define the
characteristics of premarital preparation and present some of the
approaches to doing premarital preparation. Chapter six gives a two
pronged approach to premarital preparation. The first prong is a
program designed to be done with teenagers. The second program is one
that the pastor mi^t vise in his or her local church.
The study points out that there is a need for programs that will
enhance the marriages of today. Premarital preparation is an important
part of the overall ministry of the church and is an avenue of meeting
the need for developing healthier marriages.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
In view of the hi^ percentage of troubled and failing marriages,
this project studies the role of the church in preparing couples for
marriage. The church's hope in providing premarital preparation or
counseling is an attempt by a Christian pastor-counselor to assist an
engaged couple in strengthening their potential for a stable and
successful marriage. This may include guiding, informing, educating,
and instructing the covrple regarding various practical, emotional,
physical, and spiritual aspects of marriage.
During the past eleven years of the author's ministry an
observation was made that most couples entering marriage were little
prepared. As a pastor in a small town for six years the author became
alarmed at the higji rate of weddings performed for couples v^o were
pregnant. Sixty-seven percent of the weddings that the author
performed in this small town were of couples expecting a child prior to
their wedding day. By the third year in this pastorate he began
counseling with a number of couples w*io were experiencing troubled
marriages and discovered how ill prepared they were for marriage.
These two influences alerted and compelled the author to search for
1
2ways of assisting couples in developing effective Christian marriages.
The one approach that seemed to have a preventative potential was
premarital counseling. After examining the program offered by the
United Methodist Church the author chose to develop a program that
combined some of their material and along with material acquired from
courses on premarital and marital counseling.
Being concerned for marriages today led the author to examine
materials in the field of premarital preparation. Because many
weddings that are performed are for young adults, it is imperative for
the church to develop marriage preparation programs for teenagers that
are practical and relevent. Also, there is a signficant number of
teenage marriages. With the increased nimber of teenagers who have
been sexually active at an earlier age than ever before the church must
be prepared to address the issue of sexuality and marriage. Pastors
v^o are serious about assisting couples in developing healthy Christian
marriages need to participate in seminars on marriage and premarriage
counseling. It is because of that concern that the author continues to
study new approaches and material in the field of premarital
counseling.
With irarriages in America suffering from a disposable attitude,
marriages are in a floundering state. As the divorce rate continues to
be a threat to family stability, many sociologist give marriage little
hope of svirviving in the future. The problems related to marriage
impact the pastor and forces him or her to review the place of
premarital preparation of those w*io form the marriage covenant. This
3concern for marital preparation is the focus of this dissertation
project.
Definition of Terms
The words premarital preparation and premarital counseling will be
used intercnangeably in this study. The premise is that premarital
counseling is primarily that of preparation and of education.
Counseling a coiiple prior to marriage is primarily a preventive and
preparatory function.
Problem and Purpose Statement
The American family, with high divorce rates and problem
marriages, faces a crisis. The challenge of this crisis can only be
met by the efforts of many different, but concerned, professionals,
institutions, and agencies. The active role of the clergy is an
important element for the healing of troubled marriages. This study
explores one role that pastors play in the marital drama - premarital
preparation - wtiich is one response for preventing potential marital
stress and assisting couples beginning life together with a better
foundation upon v\Mch to build their marriages.
The specific uniqueness of this dissertation project is that it
identifies v^tet topics and formats are being lised by pastors for
preparing couples for marriage. This includes determining how much
time is given by pastors to premarital preparation and vtot topics are
being disciissed. Also, are there programs available for pastors and
vthat can be learned from these programs? Is it possible that pastors
4are not active in preparing couples for the inter-relational dimensions
of marriage? What kind of training have pastors received in this area?
These are some of the questions and issues that this stvidy will
address.
The purpose of this study is threefold: 1) to secure empirical
information related to premarital counseling questions and issues from
a specific group of pastors, 2) to survey the literature for the
availability of programs for preparing persons for marriage, and 3) to
develop a specific program that can be used in preparing young people
for marriage, (ffost premsirital programs are designed for engaged
couples . )
Justification of the Study
To answer the crisis that is facing the American family the church
has developed different avenues to address this situation. One has
been premarital preparation. Premarital coimseling is offered as an
attempt to reduce the potential for more marriage and family crises
that are occurring in America. The justification of this stvidy is
reflected in the need for the church to be involved in premarital
preparation as one way of counteracting this marriage and family
crisis. The covenant that God established \^*ien He created marriage
needs to be taken seriously by the church. Therefore, the church, as a
messenger of God's principles, is the appropriate or^n to provide
premarital counseling. Furthermore the opportunity for clergy to teach
yovmg adults and adolescents about God's design for marriage is
endless. Because couples contemplating marriage continue to come
5primarily to pastors for that service, the church must cornnunicate both
the truth concerning marriage and family life and an understanding of
the marital experience.
The sociological speculations on marriage and the hi^ divorce
rate forces the church to be ready to communicate the hope for
Christian marriages. With the assistance of a pastor/counselor, a
couple can participate in a worthv^*lile program of premarital
preparation. Pastors have an opportunity to present a biblical.
Christian perspective often lacking in counseling approaches outside of
the church. Premarital preparation has emerged as one answer from both
the church aM the secular arena. The church must then ccanmunicate the
hope of marriage from a relevant biblical standard. This study may be
used as a resource for the church in the area of premarital counseling.
As long as Christian marriages take place, there is value in doing
premarital preparation.
There is, also, the need to pull together the relevant material
that is available in premarital counseling. This study will attempt to
bring together updated approaches and methods of doing premarital
counseling, along with relevant materials in the content areas in order
to assist those interested in preparing couples for marriage.
Orjp;^nization of Proposed St\x3y
The or^ganization of this study is four-fold. The study begins by
articulating the need for a theology of marriage. An examination of
narriage today, frcwi a cultxaal and theological point of view, will be
discussed with the intention of demonstrating the need for a relevant
6Christian theology of marriage in today's society. A theology of
marriage should be a segment of any premarital preparation program.
This segment will present a relevant and biblical theology of narriage
for today.
Another section will gather and analyze data related to the trends
and history of premarital counseling. Premarital counseling was not a
major field of interest for pastors until the 1950's. ^y analyzing the
data frem the surveys given to pastors and married church members,
pertinent information will be provided concerning history and trends of
premarital preparation. Also, an examination of literature will assist
the study in learning about the history of premarital preparation.
The third area will identify and examine programs and approaches
presently being used in the field of premarital preparation. The major
content areas and programs found in premarital preparation will be
identified by analyzing the data gathered frem surveying pastors and
reviewing the literature. The survey and literature review will
provide data about y/hs-t a select greup of pastors are doing and vihaX
are the major subjects covered in premarital preparation.
Fourth, a contextual project will develop a program of marital
preparation for teenagers. Preparation for marriage must begin prior
to the time two persons become engaged. In one sense all of a yo\jng
person's life is preparation for the consideration of marriage. The
contextual project will present teenagers with subjects that are
pertinent to the development of relationships within the adolescent's
life. Pastoral care at this juncture wMch intentionally aids
7teenagers, concerning dating and engagement, is seen as a significant
part of the church's total ministry of premarital preparation.
Methodolo^
Three procedures or methods vdll be used in this study:
One method will examine articles and books on premarital
preparation. The literatvure concerning premarital counseling will be
surveyed to determine the subjects, programs, and methods used by
pastors to prepare engaged couples for marriage.
Another method will gather information by analyzing two surveys.
One survey will be sent to selected pastors in the Western Pennsylvania
area, requesting information about their premarital preparation
programs. This survey will be designed to provide information
concerning!
1. The length of time the pastor has been doing premarital
counseling.
2. The type of programs that are being used by pastors in
local churches.
3. The major content areas being covered in premarital
counseling.
4. What kind of change has occurred in their ministry to the
engaged.
5. The effect of the age of a pastor and v\*iat is being done
in premarital preparation.
A closer examination of some of the pastors' responses in this
survey will be pursued in order to study more closely some of the
existing programs being used by pastors. Programs being used by these
pastors will be studied by reviewing the materials that they use and.
8where possible, attending their programs for en^ged co\;5)les.
A further survey will gather information fran local church members
concerning their participation or lack of participation in premarital
preparation. This survey will seek to determine from a lay person's
perspective v*iat should be done in premarital counseling.
These three methods will be used to develop an understanding of
vi*iat is occurring in the field of premarital counseling. These
procedures will attempt to present some of the most relevant and
up-to-date approaches and materials in premarital counseling.
Limitations
This study will not examine the programs and methods of premarital
preparation used in the secular field of counseling or in the Roman
Catholic Church. Nor will all Protestant programs be discussed in this
study. The programs and methods studied will be a selected sample from
within the Protestant church.
This study will not identify or define all the subject areas
covered in premarital pxreparation. The areas discussed will be the
most ccHnmonly used areas discovered throu^ a review of literature and
an evaluation of the surveys.
Neither will this study evaluate the effectiveness of premarital
preparation pirograms. Rather, it will identify and define the
characteristics of premarital counseling of the programs studied.
Contextual Project
A bilateral approach is needed in premarital preparation, one
9associated with the engaged coxiple and the other helping adolescents
prepare for the world of dating, engagement, and marriage. The
contextual project will develop a program to be used with teens in the
local church. The program will cover pertinent material related to
dating, engagement, and marriage. This project will be presented in
this study as an approach to premarital preparation.
The program will be tested in the writer's local church among the
teens, as well as a presentation given to the teens' parents. This
project will be offered to other church youth groups and district youth
retreats. The development of this material will come from a review of
literature and personal material gathered over the years of working
with teens.
Preventive steps are important in curbing the crisis that is
occurring in the family. Troubled marriages are not easily cured from
within, but there is the possibility that a program that presents the
teenage and young adult with directions concerning dating and marriage
may assist the family in the long run. This is just one option within
the premarital counseling field that can serve to help better our
marriages.
Ory;anizatlon of Chapters in the Dissertation
The first chapter will introduce the purpose of the study, its
justification, and limitations. It will also describe the methods vised
in developing this study of premarital preparation. The second chapter
will describe the mportance of having a theology of marriage and
present a theology of mutual allegiance.
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The third chapter will describe the procedures and methodologies
in obtaining the data for the stvidy. Using the data frem the surveys,
by reviewing the existing literature, and drawing from the study of
selected, existing programs} chapter four will describe the recent
history and trends in premarital counseling. Chapter five will review
sane of the major areas of content and examine selected approaches and
programs being used for premarital preparation.
Chapter six will present a bi-lateral approach to premarital
preparation. The first will be an outline of the Contextual Project, a
program for teens on marriage. The second approach will be a program
tailored for the local pastor. Chapter seven, the conclusion, will
sunmarize the study.
CHAPTER TWO
A Theology of IVferriage
The alarming statistics vdiich call attention to the high divorce
rate brought a great deal of concern for the church. One such
statistic states that, "today in the IMted States, four out of every
ten marriages end in divorce. "(1) This statistic hi^xLi^ts the
concern that many young people v/ho enter or contemplate marriage have
little or no training to prepare them for this important step. In fact
more training is required for a yovmg person to obtain a driver's
license than for a couple to marry. The training that most young
people receive is through the example of their parents. When parents
model a healthy marriage their children learn from that exainple.
However, the increasing divorce rate and the number of first marriages
not succeeding means children have fewer models for observing a healthy
marriage. One of the major concerns of the church today is to provide
young people the needed training and examples of healthy Christian
marriages. This training must be based upon a theology of marriage
relevant for the present and applicable for the future. This chapter
1. Richard Dobbins, "Premarital Counseling," Pastoral Psycholo^
Workshop, Series 1, No. 1 cassette, Emerge Ministries, n.d.
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examines a rationale for presenting a theology of marriage in a
premarital preparation program, a biblical frameworic for developing a
theology of marriage, a cultural view of marriage, a case for equality,
and then presents a theology of marriage appropriate for the remainder
of the twentieth and the beginning of twenty-first century.
The Imfportance of A Theolo^ Of Marriafje
in Premarital Preparation
This section has two thrusts. The first part discusses the need
for developming a theology of marriage. The other part examines the
ji;jstifications for developing a theology of marriage in premarital
preparation.
The Need For A Theology of Marriage
There are many articles describing the breaMown of the
traditional marriage . Periodicals from Wcanan's Day to Playboy Jfa^^azine
are satxirated with articles concerning a crisis in today's marriages.
With so many "escperts" on marriage, predicting the demise of the
traditional husband - wife relaticndiip, engaged covtples and others
anticipating marriage are probably in a state of confusion. There
seems to be little general consensus about the concepts of marriage and
its values. This can be especially confusing for those related to the
church. Pastors v\*io are extremely concerned about the family, no doubt
have discovered many couples v\^o are involved in marital unhappiness.
Authors of one manual write, "some pastors estimate that from 25 to 40
13
percent of the persons an their cangregation each Sunday are vmhappy in
their marriage. "(2) This may seem hi^ but is very realistic according
to most secular counselors. The dilenina for many couples is not
necessarily the issue of happiness, but rather recognizing that their
marriage could be better and not knowing how to improve on it.
Premarital preparation may be one way to help level off or reduce these
escalating figures. No authentic research is avsiilable to Jjrove that
premarital preparation has a direct effect on assuring better
marriages. Thoxigji it may help a coiiple understand some of the problems
facing them and prevent some of the problems that occixr in marriage.
The hi^ divorce rate in the Ifiiited States leads many pastors to
feel deeply concerned about performing the marriage ritual. Some
pastors feel partially responsible for the success or faiilure of those
v*io cane to them for marriage. Pastors are further influenced by many
appalling figures about divorce, anith relates that "in some
metropolitan counties, as many divorces are granted as marriage
licenses issued in a given year. "(3) Divorce statistics are very
misleading because the ratio includes people who were married a number
of years and those that have been divorced and ranarrled a nuniber of
times. These statistics are compared with those that were married for
the first time in a given year. On this basis, there was rou^ily one
2. Antcninette & Lecn Smith, Pastor's Manual for Growing Love in
Christian tfarriage (Nashville � The United Methodist Pub. House, 1981),
p. 12.
3. Smith, p. 12.
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divorce for every fifty existing marriages. Smith states that at the
present time approximately tvro-thirds of all married cotrples live
together "until death us do part. "(4) The most accurate and
distressing statistic is the one cited at the beginning of this
chapter,. Studies also suggest that the divorce rate are hi^er among
couples w*iose parents were divoirced. Staith continues with some
appalling statistics i
In marriages yihere the husband and wife came frran homes
where there had been no divorce, the divorce rate was Ik.6
percent. But if the parents of one of the partners had been
divorced, the couples divorce rate probability increased to
23.7 percent. If the parents of both partners had been
divorced, the divorce rate probability rate climbed to 38
percent. (5)
This does not imply that individuals v^o come from, hcanes that have
e^qperienced a divorce can not have a happy marriage. Spouces need to
be aware of the possible strain that their broken hcane experience may
place on their marriage and the effort that must occur to bring about a
healthy marriage. Another sobering fact is that approximately one-half
of all teenage marriages end in divorce. (6) With these statistics
there is sufficient evidence that there is a tremendox^s strain on
cot^}les desiring to marry, which must be addressed by the church. The
church needs to begin addressing this issue by developing a relevant
theology of marriage for today.
4. Smith, p. 12.
5. Smith, p. 13.
6. Smith, p. 13.
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The increasing number of views concerning marriage make it
difficult to find a conmon grovmd viMch constitutes marriage. There
are so many different alternatives to the traditional marriage that
many young people are uncertain about vy*iat constitutes marraige.
Demarest writes that "among these alternatives are the socially
approved group marriages, open marriages with limited or unlimited
sexual disposable marriages, bigamovjs marriages relationships,
hcxnosexual marriages. "(7) What began as a reaction to the
Victorianistic and Puritanistic view of marriage has created a dilenina
in the church. Alternatives to a traditional monoganraus marriage are
numerous.
Jfeny sociologists do not view the disintegration of the marital
insitution with alarm or concern. One such view is stated by Lawrence
Casher in Is Marriage Necessary? He writes i
Contemporary marriage is a wretched institution. More
often than not it turns out to be a personal calamity for the
happy cowple,.,. It spells the end of voluntary affection,
of love freely given and joyovisly received. The relationship
becomes constricting, corrosive and contractual.... The
institution of marriage. . .has failed. (8)
Some sociologists even believe that if the marriage institution
would totally disintegrate it could have a positive consequence on our
society. Psychologists and sociologists, \^o have studied the
manifestations of a disintegrating institution have su^ested numerous
7. Gary W. Demarest, Christian Alternatives Within Marrla^s (Vfecoi
Word Inc., 1977). p. 10.
8. Lawrence Casher, Is tfarria^ Necessary? (New Yorki Human Science
Press, 1974), p. 144.
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dramatic and imaginative - if not always practical - alternatives to
the traditional marriage. (9) Traditional marriage is yihsn two people
of the opposite sex ccxne together under the laws of a given state in
holy matrimony. Further, it is recognized by the church as covenant
made between this coiiple and God. As this century progresses towards
it's end, couples v^o had secretly practiced these alternatives are now
bringing them to the forefront. Carl Rogers in his book BeccHning
Partriers en^jhasizes the importance of experimenting with alternatives
to marriage and the family as we have known them. He states i
... marriage and the nuclear family constitutes a
failing institution, a failing way of life. No one would
argue that these have been hi^ily successful. We need
laboratories, experiments, attempts to avoid repeating past
failures, explorations into new approaches... IMierald and
imsung explorations, experiments, new ways of relating, new
kirxis of partnership are being tried out, people are learning
from mistakes and profiting frcMii successes. They are
inventing altenatives, new futures, for our most sharply
failing institutions, marriage and the nuclear family. (10)
In thinking about alternatives to marriage a question comes to the
forefront I alternatives to vHnat? The concept of a traditional marriage
comes out of the Judeo-Christian custom that goes back a number of
centuries. Any reaction to this traditional marriage must be
urxierstood frran recieving the reactionists view of a traditional
DHrriage. The reactionists go as far as questioning v**iether marriage
9. Nena & George O'Neill, Open IVIarriage A New Lifestyle for Couples
(New Yorki M.Evans & Co. Inc., 1972), p. 1?.
10. Rodger W. Libby & Robt. W. Whitehurst, Renovating Marriage Toward
New Sexual Life Style (Danville i Consensus Pub. Inc., 1973) � P. 8'
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is necessary. Another part of the traditional view is the idea that
all people should get married. This view makes the male dominant and
the female sutmissive to the huslaand. Ifeny reactionaries think that
all church purists believe that the Bible clearly states one model
vdiich should be followed no matter v\*iat. This model singles
otrt one word or phrase such as "wives submit to your husbanis"
(Eph.5�22) and appropriates it as their definitive model for marriage.
The reaction to this model has been varied within our ciilture and the
church.
Some of the alternatives to the traditional position are trial
marriages, vHnere a man and a wranan live together without a marriage
license} groiip marriages, ^ere three or more hetrosexuals join
together to create a connune type arrangement. Other alternatives are
open marriages vAiere mates are able to share ccanradeship with person's
of the opposite sex and homosexual marriages v*iich involve long term
ccsanilaiiKit by two people of the same sex. Confusion about the meaning
of marriage, seen in the increasing divorce rate and the 'alternatives
to a traditional marriage, means that a clear understanding of a
theology of marriage is important for today's pastors.
Justification for Developing a Theology of Bfarriage
The statistics on divorce and the many alternatives to traditional
marriage give evidence to the instability of marriagies and the family
structure of today. What is the answer to this fri^tening situation
and M*iat kind of hope does the church have to offer? Reaction to this
new found freedcxn in society by the church has been varied. The church
18
has suffered fzxnn extremists v^o either answer the situation with
connmands and demand that these altematives are unchristian; stating
there is only one bilxLical theology. To the other extreme are those in
the name of relevance handled the biblical teachings too loosely. (11)
Much that has been written about the problems facing marriage has
come frem the perspective of the "how-to 's. In the area of premarital
preparation programs can become "how-to" marriage courses However, to
see premarital preparation as only a "how-to" course is to put the
cart before the horse. What is needed is an understanding of v\*iat
marriage is before coiinunicating the "how to's." Frederick Herwaldt in
Christianity Today wrote, "Marriage is in trouble today because society
and the church has a faulty view of it - a deified myth of this human,
deli^tful, yet flawed institution. "(12) There are so many different
views of marriage that there is no cajmon ground of yfAvat constitvrtes a
marriage. The increasing number of altematives to the traditional
marriage make it confusing to develop a conmon concept of marriage.
Pastors need to define marriage frcan a scriptural point of view.
They need to present a sound biblical theology of marriage vMch will
apeak to v*iere they are in our society. It is essential for a pastor
to cane to terms with a balanced theology of marriage so that
premarital preparation may be done with integrity.
To take seriously God's creation of marriage, requires an
11. Frederick Herwaldt, Jr. "The Ideal Relatiaiship and Other I^hs
About Iferriages," Christianity Today. 26 (Apr.9,1982), p. 30.
12. Herwaldt, Jr. p. 30.
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expression of ythat God meant by marriage. That can only ccxne throvi^
the foxming of a theology of marriage. The "how to's" of marriage are
in5x>rtant but only really meaningful after having developed a theology
of marriage. A theology of marriage will bring relevance and meaning
to the methods of improving a marriage. Therefore it is essential to
develop a theology of marriage to do an adequate job in premarital
preparation. It will be helpful then to take a closer look at the
biblical foundaticai for developing a theology of marriage.
A Biblical Framework For A
Theology of Marria,^
Pranarital preparation is a form of Christian ministry, v^*iich
Smith contenis is "set within a framework of Christian understanding of
the nature of God, men and wranen and specifically, of marriage. "(13)
Basic beliefs must be realized before forming a theology of marriage.
A surrmaiy of those beliefs may be helpful.
Faith in God. Fundamental to Christian faith is the belief in God
the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit. First there must be
a belief that God, the Father, exists and that nothing exists without
God including marriage. All of life is dependent on God, inclxxiing
narital life. He initiated marriagie and continues to have an invested
interest arxi concern in marriages. Because God is the Creator and
Sustainer of life then it is ingwrtant for us to understand how God
views His creatim of marriage.
13. Smith, p. 24.
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The Christian faith believe in Gcxi the Son, Jesus Christ, v\*io came
revealing God's nature, God's love, an! God's will. He was and is
truly God coming as a man in human natiire and yet was and is divine.
Only throu^ Jesus Christ is life truly found. Living without a
personal regeneration is mere existence! for only through God's Son,
Jesus Christ is there true "life" (John lki6). It is throu^ this
regeneration that a person enters into the Christian waUc. A Christian
marriage must then have as its starting point the couples conmitment to
Jesus Christ.
Throu^ the Holy Spirit, God continues to work in the world
whether it be throu^ individuals, marriages and families, or throu^
the church. The Christian is never alone because God is with hin^Aier
in the form of the Holy Spirit. Throu^ God's Spirit the Christian is
able to retain a life of faithfulness in marriage.
Two other aspects are in order at this juncture. One is that God
is the God of all life. Being the God of all life means there is no
distinction between the sared and secular vAvsn. it comes to His concerns
about life, including marriage. Nothing is outside God's concern. The
other observation is that God is the God of truth. This means the God
of truth in disciplines other than theology, like sociology,
psychology, and education. The Christian is obligated to try and
understand and use all knowledge that is ccxnpatibale with their
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vmderstanding of the Christian faith. (14)
Eaith In the Word of God. "All Scripture is God-hreathed awi is
useful for teaching, rebxddng, correcting, and training in
ri^teousness, so that the man of God may be thorou^ily equijyped for
every good work" (II Tim. 31I6-17). The Bible is a starting point for
developing a theology. It should be used as the truth and the guide
for determining a theology of marriage as well as a guide for faith arid
action in the world.
Belief in the Church. The Church is the community of believers
who should be living under the loving Lordship of Jesus Christ and be
functioning corporately as a body that looks like Jesus Christ here in
the world. The church is an imperfect community of Christians v^o are
trying to live a new way under direction of the Word of God. The
Church should be a supporting arm to those that have joined together in
wedlock.
Hunanity Arxi Our Life In The World. Antoinette and Leon Smith
amply express some Christian beliefs about humanity and our life in
this world that have special significance for marriage.
1. Ectmn beings are creatures of God and are worthy
enou^ to be treated with dignity.
2. God created female and male, of equal worth. There
is, then, a belief in equality of men arid women as the basis
for mutuality in marriage.
14. Smith, p. 25.
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3. Althoxa^, limited and controlled by certain 'givens'
in backgroiflid and circumstances, people are essentially free
and responsible creatures.
4, People are ^ole beings v**io must be understood in
terms of all dimensions of oirr being - body, mirxi, and
spirit. All are interrelated.
5. In spite of rebellion against God, a person can by
the gift of God's grace become "in Christ...a new creation"
(II Cor. 5il7) Eph,2i8-10).
6. Human beings have certain physical, emotional arxl
social needs that must be met, but essentially are creatures
in search of meaning.
7. Life is not fixed. In spite of past history and
present conditions, God works in the lives of individuals arxi
families to restore broken relationships and bring them to
v^^oleness of life.
8. Hjman beings are dependent creatures vAio cannot exist
apart fran God. Our very existence depends on God's
providential care.
9, Being social in nature people cannot live in
isolation frem other people. A person depends on intimate
relationships.
10. Christians are under obligation to acknowledge and
demonstrate the reign of God in all areas of life in society.
11. Life is not limited to this present world. Because
a Christian believes in the trivraifii of life over death, they
ougjit to live for the \iltimate values of the Bible and abide
in Christian hope. (13)
Cultural Influence on a Theology of Ifarriage
Is there such a thing as Christian marriage? Do Christians have a
comer on on the truth that make their marriages happier than the world
15. Smith, pp. 25-26.
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at large? A theology of marriage has beai impacted by culture and
western civilization. Most people realize that Christian marriage
suffer frran the same strains and troubles that all marriages do.
Jfergaret Mead assessed the condition of the family and marriages by
saying that "we are in an emergency as a war - endangered as we were by
World War II, "(16) In recent years there has been a proliferation of
Christian writing vMch defines the answer to this marital crisis
adopting the concept of the husband's authority over the wife. This
may have been done to balance out the opposite extremes that have been
presented by a liberal point of view and the Women's Liberation
Movement, Is there not a biblical alternative to this traditional view
of marriage with the hi;u3band as the head and wife as the subject? This
culture that has generally accepted the authority of the husband as the
norm. This concept has been described as "patriarchal" ^^ch goes back
many centuries before the Church. What is unfortunate is that many
well meaning Christians have accepted this as the only design without
doing serious stxady of the Scriptures to see if the Bible, as a v^ole,
really does teach this ideal. The patriachal doctrine was practiced
among those of early Christianity and for centuries before. In the
past, society was male doninated, controlled under man's authority. It
is difficult to examine a different point of view than vHnst society has
grown accustomed to as a norm. The concept of divine order for
16. Donarest, p. 9.
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marriage is rooted in history as much as it is rooted within the
Scripture,
Some Christian leaders and pastors pronote a male-dominant,
fCTale-sulmissive point of view, that has been influnced by culture and
tradition. Larry Chriscenson presents such a view, for exainple, in his
book. The Christian Fiamily. He writes i "God has ordered the family
according to the principle of 'headship. ' Each member of the family
lives under the authority of the 'head' whan God has appointed. "(1?)
He gives the following diagram as a theology of marriage.
CHRIST, the 'Head' of
Husband I Lord of the family.
HUSBAND, the 'Head* of
the wife I chief authority
over the children.
WIFE, the helpmeet to the
husbarxi (Genesis 2il8)j
secondary authority over
the children.
CHniHEN, obedient
to parents. (18)
17. Larry Christenson, The Christian Family (Minneapolis! Bethany
House Pub. , 1970) , p. 17.
18. Christenson, p. 17-
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This order presented by Christenson and many others bring with it
a doctrinal attitude that any other design is a mutation of God wills.
It is only throu^ this divine "hierarchy" that God will work. Yet,
the Scriptur also presents a theology of equality in marriage.
Theological Aspects of tfarris^
Christians do not necessarily need to remain statiis quo. There
are times that the scripture speaks to \ia today in a different way than
it did two thousand years ago. What is needed is a relevant theology
of marriage that speaks to today's issues. It would be more helpful to
reach back into the New Testament and look for the principles tau^t
v^ch can help the believer deal with the present situation. To force
present marriages into old traditional marriage patterns would be like
putting new wine in old wineskins. There can be a biblical theology of
marriage developed from principles within the scriptxire that is
relevant for today.
Covenant Relatic?nship
Hfeny books arxi articles on marriage and premarital preparation
begin with the concept that marriage is a divine institution becaiise
God Himself created it (Gen. 2 122-23). God did officiate at the first
wedding cer�nony in the Garden of Eden before the Eall. God also
directs its continuation throu^out the Scripture. Adam and Eve were
to be a pattern for man and wranan. This is clearly expressed as the
will of God by Moses in Gen 2i24 v^ere we read, 'For this reason a man
will leave his father and mother and be united to his wife, and they
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will become one flesh' (NIV). Jesus reiterated the same decree adding
'therefore v*iat God has joined together, let no man separate' (ffeiic
IO16-9)
God first established the pattern and He prescribes the ground
rules. IVfeiriage is referred to as a covenant with God. A covenant is
an agreement between two parties 1 in the Scripture, it refers to the
solem agre�nent made between a king and a servant, or between God and
a person or groiip, like Israel. In the Scripture it is normally given
by God and directed toward man and woman. There is no doubt as to who
initiated and created marriage, in fact God still is involved in this
process today.
There is some difficulty in calling marriage an "institutian".
The word institiution carries with it a rather negative connotaticoi for
seme I many think of an institution as an object and not a relationship.
So often the word institution is related to an "established
orgianizationj especially one dedicated to public service, as a
university, " or a home for troubled children or even a mental
institution. ( 19) The word's primary meaning is to "establish, organize
or set in operation" vMch is not negative, but does present a rather
impersonal point of reference.
In fact many family sociologists would agree that the word
institution is no longer appropriate. Dr. David Mace believes that
19. The American Heritage Dictionary of ^B'^^lish Lanpjuage, 1969 ed.,
s.v. "institution.'^
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part of the current marriage crisis is the result of a major transition
trcaa the institutional to the ccM^anionship marriage. He escplains that
we need a new understanding so there might be a more effective approach
to counseling. To explain farther he quotes from the preface of The
Ranilvt From Institution to CcroiJanionship written by Emest Burgess and
Harvey Loche in 194-5 �
In the past the important factors vmifying the family
have been external, formal and authoritarian as the law, the
mores, public opinion, tradition, the authority of the family
head, rigid discipline, and elaborate ritual. At present, in
the new �nerging form of ccanpanionship family, its unity
inheres less and less in conmunity pressure and more and more
in such interpersonal relationships as the mutual affection,
the sympathetic understanding and the comradeship of its
members. (20)
Vfliat Mace purposes in this article is that we, the church and
clergy, have not responded to the transition from institutional concept
of marriage to the relational concept of marriage. What has
happened within the structure of our society is a rebellion against the
establishment or or^ganization by God or anyone else. The word
institution infers authoritarianism and a rigid static concept of
marriage. Because of this inference, even thovi^ it is not necessarily
true, it would be wise to use a different word than institution v^en
referring to God's participation in marriage. It may be best to see
marriage as a relationship v*iich God created and is still creating.
When a man arxi woman many they volmtarily commit themselves to each
20. David R. Ifece, "Marriage in Transitionj Implication for Social
Policy," Pastoral Psychology. 25 No. 4 (Sumner 1977). PP. 237-238.
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other. Yet frcxn a Christian standpoint they are entering a relational
covenant with one another and with God.
Christian marriage is not jxast a personal relationship between a
man and a wcraan, nor is it merely a legal contract or social
institution. It appears that sometimes all the Church does is place
its stamp of approval on a social and cviltural expectation.
Essentially the Church should understand and cornnunicate that Christian
marriage is a covenant relationship between a man and a woman in v\*iich
the partners live together in love and fidelity. The covenant that is
made between the man and the woman is not the only one. A covenant is,
also, formed by the coiQ>le with God to keep their marriage inviolate.
Marriage is more than an institution - rather it is a covenant
relationship.
Webster's New World Dictianacy defines covenant as a "nDinding and
solenn agreanent made by two or more individuals, etc. to do or keep
from doing a specific thing. "(21) Iferriage is a three way binding
agreement between God, hiasband and wife.
21. Webster's New World Dictionary. 1980 ed., s.v. "covenant."
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God
Husband Wife
The first part of underestanding this covenant originates with God
the Creator and the Nkster Architect. Bfarriage is something God
conceived I it really belongs to Him first. He does not just hand it
over to men and wc�nen to do with it as they wish. Marriage is the
respcHxiing to God's on the basis of a free and equal consent.
Smith relates thatj "the covenant relationship is based on the personal
choice of two people responding to God's will for them. "(22) The truth
is that marriage just does not belong to us but rather there is a union
formed between a couple and God. What has happened in our society is
that God has been left out of this marriage covenant and the results
have been that our marriages have been abused, set aside, suspended, or
reconstructed to suit v^t the person desires.
Even thougji the covenant relationship is personal and private
between the cov^xLe and God, marriage can never be totally private.
Much has been written concerning the trouble that the family is in and
22. Smith, p. 30.
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how the decaying of the marital bond is effecting our society.
Society's welfare is involved in every marriage. Snith relates that
"in our culture we recognize that marriage is a social institution
having such profound effect on the totsil social structure that society
has a ri^t to regulate it for the common good. "(23) In. fact the
character of Christian marriage is attested to in the beginning of the
marriage service v^en the pastor recites i "Dearly beloved, we are
gathered together here in the si^t of God and these witnesses, to join
together this man and this woman. .."(24)
The nature of this covenant relationship is ssicred. "The
sacredness of marriage is witnessed to by the fact that it instituted
in a religious ceremony before the Christian COTimunity."(25) A couple
promises to make a lifel<�)g commitment to each other in the presence of
God. God is not sane external attachment added to a wedding ceremony,
but is joining the coiiple in this new adventure. God is not on the
outside looking in on the marriage, rather He is on the inside
participating within the marriage. God and the couple are now in
partnership to see that the covenant is not broken. God will keep His
end of the covenant, then it is up to the couple to keep the vows they
made at their wedding.
23. Smith, p. 31.
24. The Order for Service of Marriage, The Book of Worship for the
Church and Home (Nashvillej The IMted Methodist Pub. House, 1964), p
2]?r
"
25. Snith, p. 31.
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God's Creation - The Geneaig Story
One of God's designs is that man and woman be united in marriage.
Genesis 2il8 describes the dilenina that Adam was ini it was a state of
aloneness. It was God vi*io said, "It is not good for the nan to be
alone. I will make a helper suitable for him." God's answer to man's
state of aloneness was woman, vMch He took out of man. His solution
was the creation of a different sex, not the same sex, to solve the
dilenma of aloneness. It is important to realize that God's design was
to create a woman which was "suitable for him. " Charles Swindol paints
lis a picture of vibat God meant �
She would provide those missing pieces from the puzzle of his
life. She would ccanplete him as a qualified, corresponding
partner. It is a beautiful picture of a dignified, necessary
role filled by one whom God would make and bring alongside
the man. In God's original design the plan was to have each
partner distinct and unique, needing each other and therefore
finding fulfillment with each other. (26)
Jfan's response was of great joy because God created a companion to
share life with him. The creation of man and wcanan was intended to
provide companionship. God prepared the woman to fulfill man's desire
for this companionship. Genesis 2 121-22 state this purpose i
So the Lord God caused the man to fall into a deep sleep and
vyjiile he was sleeping, he took one of the man's ribs and
closed up the plsice with flesh. The the Lord God made a
woman from the rib he had taken out of the man, and brou^t
her to man.
26. Charles R. Swindol, Stike The Original Match (Portland i Multncmah
Press, 1980), p. 19.
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God's design includes "four musts" vi*uch are foundational
guidelines for the marriage relationship taken from Gen. 2 124-25. "For
this cause a man shaTl leave his father and mother, and shall cleave to
his wifei and they shall becone one flesh. And the man and his wife
were both naked and were not ashamed. (NASV, Gen.2t24-25) Swindol
suggest that these verses carry with them "four musts" or direction for
marriage I he outlines it this wayi
... a man shall, leave his father and mother ^VERMCE
...and shall cleave PERMANENCE
. . .and they shall become one flesh UNITY
. . .they were both naked and were not ashamed IffnMA.CY(27)
First comes severance from parents, then permanence or a bonding
together, third an ongoing tmity as two people one and finally
intimacy. These four ingredients create a Christian marriage. Take
one of the ingredients out and the marriage will go flat.
Paul's Theology on Relatiqnshijjs
Marriage, probably, is the most demanding relationship in w*iich a
per-son may enter. It is an opportunity for companionship. This type
of companionship demands some coinnon ground and vmity. The Apostle
Paul gives sound advice for a Christian v*ien he writes i
27. Swindol, p. 31.
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Do not be yoked together vdth unbelievers. For v^t do
rigjiteousness and wickedness have in conmon? Or >^t
fellowship can light have with darkness? What hannony is
there between C!hrist and Belial? What does a beliver have in
conmon with an unbeliever? What agreement is there between
the taigjle of God and idols? For we are the temple of the
living God. As God has saidi "I will live with them and walk
among them, and I will be their God, and they will be wy
people."
"Therefore cane out from them
and be separate, says the Lord. "(II Cor. 6tl4-17)
One of God's designs is that the believer not be yoked together
with an laibeliever. As Christians view the possibilities of marriage
they must keep in mind God set as one of His principles that a believer
should not be yoked with an unbeliever. Living in a world full of
mbelievers, Paul gives us a direction that is pertinent in marriage.
It is breaking a principle of God to be bound to a person that does not
believe. By Paul's standards there should not be any agreement made
with the unbelieving world, especialy in marriage. A covenant is an
agreement, and if marriage is a covenant then marrying an unbeliever
will break God's principle for marriage. Single Christians viho intend
on getting married need to be selective so that the person that they
date arxi who they may eventually marry are believers. Companionship is
difficult v*ien one or the other mate does not have the same belief,
faith and lifestyle. Therefore one of God's basic design is to be
eq\ja1.1y yoked.
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A Case for Equality
What were the positions in the first inarriage> Who was the
leader? Or were they equal? Adam and Eve were equals and shared
everything inclutiing the decision process. The first account of human
creation is presented as one event, with the male and female created
together in the "image of God."
Then God said, "Let us make man in our image, in
o\ir likeness, ani let them rule over the fish of the sea and
the birds of the air, over the livestock, over all the earth,
and over all the creatures that move along the groxmd."
So God created man in his image, in the image of
man he created himi male and female he created them.
God blessed them and said to them, "Be fruitful and
increase in number j fill the earth and subdue it. Rule over
the fish of the sea arxi the birds of the air and over every
living creature that moves on the ground. (Gen. li 16-28)
In this passage there is no reference to one of the genders being
more inoportant than the other. They were co-rulers over the earth.
There is no differentiation of power nor is there any divine order or
hierarchy nade between the man and the woman. God saw all of this and
thought that it was all "good."
In Genesis 2 we have another account concerning creation in v*iich
some people argue that God intended man to have dominion over women and
others argue that this passage gives creedance to a matriarchal
society. Lets take a closer look at this passage i
And the Lorxi God formed man from the dust of the ground and
breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, and man became
a living being. (Gen. 2i7)
So the man gave names to all the livestock, the birds of the
air and all the beast of the field.
But for Adam no suitable helper was found. So the Lord God
caused the man to fall into a deep sleepi and vrfiile he was
sleeping, he took one of the man's ribs and closed up the
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place with flesh. Then the Lord God made woman frcan the rib
he had taken out of the man, and he brou^t her to the man.
The man said.
This is now bone of my bones
and flesh of my flesh;
she shall be called 'woman, '
for she was taken out man."
For this reason a man will leave his father and mother and be
united with his wife, and they will become one flesh. (Gen.
2 I 20-21)
The last part of the passage is the reference for a matriarchal
point of view. If the man were dcxninant then the woman wo\xld have left
her father and mother but instead the man did the severing. Then the
first part of the passage is used to defend the male dominant and the
female submissive school of thou^t. A close examination of the word
"helper" or "help meet," may bring a different perspective on this
misunderstood word.
In modem English the word helper is someone that is an assistant
and lower in status and job description. Patricia Gundry writes a
reaction to this in Heirs Together. She writes i "The cumulative
impression is that a helpmeet is kind of a glorified Friday. "(28)
The original language does not carry the same meaning as we have
purposed over the years. "Ezer, the word translated 'help' or 'helper'
occurs repeatedly in the Old Testament. ELsevrfiere it never refers to a
subordinate helper; it is used to identify an equal help or one with
28. Patricia Gundry, Heirs Together (Grand Rapids i The Zondervan
Corp., 1980), p. 83.
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superior power. (29) In fact the word is often lised in describing God.
For exainple I
I lift up ny eyes to the hills-
w*iere does ray help come from?
% help ccanes frcan the Lord,
the Jfeker of heaven and earth. (Ps. 121 � 1-2)
The other word in this passage is the word translated as "meet" in
the King James Version to "correspond to" or "fit for. "(30) Taking the
two words together Eve was an appropriate, corresponding partner for
Adam. These words present a more equal position of the woman than many
have interpreted over the years. This passage presents a mutual
relaticjnship of equals.
I^uTy v\*io believe strongly in the male dotninant - female
subordinant family will refer to Gen. 3�l6, "Your desire will be for
your husband and he will rule over you," as they argue against the
concept of equality in marriage. It is interesting that this verse has
been taken more as a must than a prediction of v\*iat was in store for
the partners following sin. In many ways this is a prediction of what
the future holds because of sin. If this is a prediction then there is
a possibility for an alternative. That alternative is found in the
grace that Christ brou^t to the world. There is roan for grace to
change the effect that sin has had on marriage and restore God's
original design for marriage. Grace has restored our relationship with
29. Gundry, p. 83.
30. Gundry. p. 84.
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Gkxi and therefore men and women can be new creations in God's family.
This gives us back v^Jiat Adam and Eve lost in the Garden, access to God.
"God provided a Savior to meni the broken relationship between His
human creation and Himself. Now He wants to work througji us. His
creation, to reverse the bad effects of the Pall."(31) It is about
time to work with God on reestablishing His original design for
marriage �
Mutual Allegiance
The clearest description of marriage is foiind in Ephesians
5�21-33� Once stripped of all the years of interpretation this passage
can bring a meaningful description of marriage that is relevent for
today. It may be that these verses are the most misunderstood verse in
the New Testament. The v^ole idea of the husband dcaninant and the wife
subordinant doctrine is far from v^t Paul was atteinpting to convey.
Paul was actually calling husbands and wives to equality in an effort
to lead Christian marriages out of the pagan and worldly view of
marriage where the husband lorded over their mates.
These verses need to be seen as part of the vrfiole letter that Paul
sent to the church at Elphesus. In the first three chapters Paul
presents the total Gospel, he is emphasizing the redemptive work of
Christ. Then in chapters four throu^ six Paul describes the
responsibility that cranes v*ien a person accepts God's grace. He gives
31. Gundry. p. 86.
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details on how to live a life "worthy of ovir calling in Christ." In
Herbert and Fern Miles' book on equality in marriage they write i "From
Ephesians 4il to 5�20 he gives careful instructions on how the new
Ephesian converts should live in Christ. "(32) Then verse 21 is a
sunmary on how a believer should live an^ then it becones directive for
the next section of how a Christian should live at home.
The word submit or subject is a translation of the Greek
"hupotasso." Miles writes, "Ifiipo" means under and "tasso" means to
arrange something. (33) ^^lis verb, to submit, comes from a military
context of a subordinate soldier to a commanding officer. Raul uses
this to describe the relationship between Christians. When Paxil says
to "submit yourself to one another" he is urging believers to "make his
or her interests subordinate to those of his or fellow Christians.
Batcher and Nida expose that in a number of languages the closest
eq\iivalait of submit yourself to one another is to 'be willing to obey
one another. "(34) No matter yihaX translation we put on it all
Christians should be submissive to each other, v**iether male or female.
The relationship should be parallel and mutual. Paul speaks to the
32. Herbert J. & Fern H. Miles, Husband Wife Equality (Old Tappeni
Fleming H. Revell Co., 1978), p. 31.
33. Miles, p. 31.
34. Robert G. Bratcher & Eugene A Nida, A Translator's Handbook on
Paul's Letter To The Ephesians (New Yorki United Bible Societies,
1982), p. 138.
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fact that there is no division according to worth. There is no one
that is subordinate to any other. In Galatians 3 he writes t
You are all sons of God throu^ faith in Christ Jesus,
for all of you viflio were baptized into Christ have clothed
yourself with Christ. There is neither Jew nor Greek, slave
nor free, male nc-^ female, for you are all one in Christ
Jesus. If you belong to Christ then you are Abraham's seed,
and heirs according to the premise. (Gal. 3126-29)
Paul teaches that all Christian relationships should be reciprocal
in nature regardless of sex, class, or race. The husband wife
relationship is no different, Paul describes how husbands should be
subject to their wives and wives are to be subjected to their husbands.
Now this hinges on one iniportant criteria, that the husband and wife
are both Christians. There shovild be mutxial allegiance given by each
of the spouses in a Christian marriage.
The verses found in Eph. 5 �22-6 �9 were not meant to be isolated
doctrines upon v^ch a theology is to be built but are a part of verse
21. They are examples of how to work out being subject to one another
in the home. Miles writes that in "every sentence, every phrase, and
every word in these three illustrations must be interpreted in the
light of verse 21. "(35) In fact it is interesting to discover that the
connection between verse 21 and the rest of the section is so strong
that verse 22 does not have a verb at all but relies on the verse
before for its verb. What Paul was expressing was quite radical in his
day simply because it broke with the present custom. The woman was
just a mere possession of a man. However, Paul places wranen equal to
35. Miles, p. 32.
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men, but vdth different functions.
It is Important to understand v\*iat submission means, especially
the meaning of mutual submission. Often the vvord submisssion carries
\fdth an image of the vdfe as one v\*io walks five steps behind, is bowing
down and doing v\*iat ever her husband wants. That woiold be contrary to
w*iat verse 21 is teaching. So what does mutual submission mean?
Gundry writes; "TVLitual submission is a way of living, an attitude
toward others. It is something one does because one wants to not
because one has to. "(36) The verses following verse 21 speak about how
to live a life as a Christian in a very hierachal society. How should
a master and slave work out mutual submission for example?
Paul's instructions to wives have been misunderstood in part
because those instructions are not understood in the li^t of verse 21.
Verse 22 relies upon the verb in verse 21. Verse 22 is a request for
the type of behavior commanded in verse 21. The Greek texts reads 1
"Submitting yourself to one another in the fear of Christ, wives to
your husbands as to the Lord in everything." The participle,
'huipotassomenoi, is in the middle voice. Used thus, it is not a
conmand to wives to submit, but is a call for a self volitional
submission of all believers. The following verse, then, is how to work
out this submission in marriage. How does the wife submit to the
husband arid keep it fitting for the Lord? The answers is that the wife
voluntarily decides to be comnitted to her husband. When there is a
36. Gundry, p. 94.
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COTinitment there is also giving up of ones* self. For the wife that
means her hushend is more in^wrtant than she is. She has an allegiance
to her hushand. It has nothing to do with worth but rather it has to
do with an attitude of self-giving.
So often verse 22 is taken as a command v*iich takes away the
intent of verse 21. To be submissive is more important than being
ordered to be subject. In the days of Paul the wife was already
submissive to her husband. This forced action resulted in many hurt
feelings. Thou^ wives did not openly disobey their husbands, it is
recorded that they did little things to embarrass them. Paul was
giving directions to Christian wives to not get involved in this type
of behavior b\it to respect and honor their hvisbands like they would
Christ. Ifenipulation is not relational and marriage should be a
covenant relaticaiship between a man and a woman. Mutual relationships
make life worthv*4iile. If one person domineers over another then there
is no relationship. What matters in these two verses is v^ether the
wife and the husband understand that they are both being called to be
in submission toward orvs another. Paul is calling for the wife to live
for her husband, putting him first, and the husband is to put his wife
first, living for her. In otherwords giving total allegiance to each
other.
Then Paul tells us that the husband is head of his wife. What did
that mean for men then and yihaA does that mean today? The man was the
source of life, the family's provider, and the most honorable member of
the family. He had power over his wife, vMch came from the society
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that he lived in. The Greek husbands played itp this headship and took
advantage of the cultural nom. So how would mutual submission work in
the hierarchal system that they lived in? Paul was being quite radical
for his day and age. Paul now appealed to the husband to imitate
Christ's treatment of the church. Gundry writes, "The husband was to
see himself as the savior of the body, as protector and nourisher, and
as one who woiold raise his wife to a level beside him. "(37) This was a
revolutionary statement for Paul to make. He was calling for the
husband to love his wife as much as he loved his own body. The godly
husband is one that shows limitless love and adoration for his wife.
He is more concerned about her than he is about himself to the point
that he would die for her. This was a revolutionary teaching because
the Greek men did not think of their wives as someone to love. Paul
was telling the Christian men that they must not settle for Pagan
attitudes when it canes to marriage. Rather, Pavd was insisting that
the man give his best to his wife. He was to give all that he had.
Vfas that not v*iat Christ had done for the church? The husband is to
love his wife as his own body, just as Christ loved and still loves the
church enou^ to give her his best - Himself.
There is nothing in the fifth chapter of Ephesians that would
indicate thati
37. Gundry, p. 112.
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(1) huslsands are dcmnant and vdves are subordinate i (2)
that wives should submit to their husbands' decisions} (3)
that husbands have the final authority over their wives > or
(4) that wives are a secondary authority in the family. The
chapter is not discussing human ri^ts or authority, for any
individual. It is discussing Christian duties, obligation ,
and responsibilities, for all individuals within the
Christian fellowship. (38)
SuMBaty
Iferriages are in ccanpetition with altematives and are suffering
frcxn a disposable attitude. Because of these aspects there is a need
for the church to speak out concerning marriage. Marriage is not
obsolete, but is a viable optical to society's trends that question
marriage. The church needs to be ready to define marriage for those
living at the end of the twentieth century. Pastors need to develop a
theology of marriage as they assist coiiples vHno are entering into
marriage.
There is a need for a reestablishment of Gkxi's original design for
marriage. God's basic design is simply:
1. Marriage is more than a divine institution, it is also a divine
relationship between a man and a wranan.
2. Iferriage is a three way covenant between the husband (man) and
the wife (wcsnan) and God. This covenant has a lasting effect on ova?
society.
38. Miles, p. 35.
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3. It is God's tasic design that man and woman be vmited in
marriage. God designed that male and female be joined together, not
man and man nor woman and wonan.
4. There are four "musts" that should occur when a man and wonan
are joined together in marriage i
a. Severance from parents
b. Permanence or commitment
c. IMty
d. Intimacy
5. The Christian should be yoked with a Christian in marriage, not
a non-Christian.
6. Both man and woman were created in the "image" and the
"likeness" of God. Neither are superior but are equal in worth, having
a mutvial relationship.
A theology of marriage is simply saying that all Christian
relationships should be based on a pattern of submission toward one
another. There should be an attitude of putting the other person first
out of reverence for Christ. This includes both husbands and wives.
It calls for equality among all Christians.
A theology of marriage could be centered around mutual allegiance
toward one another. It is a persistent effort on the part of two
people to create for each other circumstances in v\Mch each can become
the person that God intended them to become. This can only happen vihen.
the needs arxi desires of the other person ccxnes first. In presenting a
theology of marriage to couples v^o are intereested in being married
there is a need to present a theology that calls for mutual allegiance.
CHAPTER THREE
Design of the Surveys: Methods and Procedures
Central to this study on premarital counseling is the exploration
of the trends in this field. Theory and practice should merge in
effective research. This study attempts to weld theory and practice by
using historical and descriptive research to determine the relevant and
applicable material available in the field of premarital counseling.
This chapter describes the instruments and the methods used in
gathering the data. The results of these instruments, which illustrate
trends in premarital counseling, will be analyzed.
IVfost states require more training for a hunting or a drivers
license than they do for a marriage license. With such a lack of
preparation for marriage, there is certainly merit in the hypothesis
that marriage problems are partially caused by a lack of preparation.
The desire for lasting marriages is a concern of all pastors.
Therefore, programs to assist the couple in developing effective
marriages are extremely important. This research is built on the
desire to develop worthw*iile programs for those planning to marry so
they mi^t be better equipped for this new adventure.
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Desifin of the Lnstruments
One major factor that shaped the design of this study was the
desire of the writer to determine v\*iat relevant materials were
available f premarital preparation. Instruments were designed to
identify resources currently being used in this field. Through these
instnmients, some historiceil trends were discovered and will be
analyzed in this chapter.
Three instruments were vised in gathering theoretical and practical
data for this study. One instrument was developed to survey pastors.
A second one was developed to survey lay people. A thirl instrument
surveyed the content areas that were identified by authors of
premarital material written over a period of twenty-five years. The
purpose of these instruments werei 1) to determine the history of
premarital counseling, 2) to discover the most relevant approaches and
methods used in premarital preparation and 3) to identify the most
prevalent areas discussed in premarital preparation. The instruments
were designed to describe resources currently being used in premarital
preraration ani what has previously occurred in this field.
Description of the Survey Instruments
Pastor's Survey
The participants of this survey were pastors in the Dayton,
Pennsylvania Ministerium Association. Included were pastors from the
United Methodist Church, Indiana District of Western Pennsylvania
Conference, The Church of God - Anderson in Western Pennsylvania, and
the Kiskiminetas Presbytery, the United Presbyterian Church of the
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U.S.A. Those three churches were represented in the Dayton
Ministerium. The population sample in this survey was piredominately
small town and rural pastors.
The Church of God pastor, Paul Smith, and the IMted Presbyterian
pastor, Nblcom Vandervort, wrote cover letters -j pastors in their
given denominations which accompanied the survey in the mail. The
United Methodist District Superintendent of the Indiana District
distributed the surveys at a pastors' retreat and requested that the
pastors return them before leaving the retreat center. There were 225
surveys distributed to pastors with 96 respondants. Forty-two point
six percent (42.6 of the surveys were returned providing an
excellent base with which to work.
The first instrument surveyed pastors, requesting information
about their approaches and the content they used in premarital
counseling. A copy of this instrument is found in Appendix A. The
first four questions were designed to acquire background information.
This information was used to describe the pastors v^o participated in
the study. Questions two and three, vMch asks the pastors' ages and
the number of years in the ministry, were designed to examine possible
historical trends among pastors.
Questions six and seven asked whether the pastors required
prenarital counseling, and if they did, v\*iat procedures were being
used. The sub-questions provide information concerning the number of
sessions, v\*iether the pastor uses a predesigned program and/or
dencmiinational aids. The final sub-question determines if the pastor
used any inventories or testing tools. There are numerous
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opportunities for the pastors to be trained in the use of special tests
and inventories designed for premarital preparation. Some of these
inventories do not need special training.
Question ei^t and nine measure aspects related to the historical
trends of premarital counseling. The pastors were asked to answer
questions about any transitions that have occiired in their use of
premarital counseling. These questions determine if there have been
changes in the pastors' approaches and content. Question ten asks for
the major areas of content that pastors discuss with engaged couples.
This part of the survey and the authors list of subjects discxossed from
the third instrument provide data for computation cited in Chapter
Five, Ma,ior Content Areas and Apprqache;s of Premarital Preparation.
The next two questions, number 11 and 12 ask the pastor for a
personal evaluation of their programs. The final question then
provides an opportunity for the pastors to provide any further
information that would be pertinent to this study.
Laity's Survey
Another survey instrument was distributed to married couples
within the Uhited Methodist Church, the Church of God and the United
Presbyterian Churches in Dayton, Pennsylvania. The survey was
distributed in the adult church school classes vAiere the laity was
asked to fill it out arKi directed to return it to the teacher of the
class. There was an excellent return of 112 respondents out of the 150
surveys that were handed out. Thirty-one laity reported that they had
participated in premarital counseling.
The laity survey was designed to compliment the pastoral survey.
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The first eight questions requested background infonration. Questions
two throvi^ four determine the age of the individuals and the year that
they were married. With this information, data concerning historical
trends were collected.
Questions nine and ten asked v*iether the lay person had married in
the church, the age of the pastor vi*io performed the wedding ceremony,
and v*iether the lay person attended premarital preparation sessions.
Question eleven asked the person to state his/her opinion on whether
premarital counseling had been or would be berxeficial.
Question twelve asked the people to decide v^^xether they wovild want
their children to participate in a premarital preparation course before
they would enter marriage. Many of the people v*io answered this survey
were married before the 1950 's and would possibly be parents. For
their benefit, question thirteen asked the participants v^o were
married before 1950 and did not participate in premarital counseling,
v^t they thou^t should be covered in premarital counseling.
Survey Instrtnnent on Literature
The pool of literatvire compiled was throu^ an exhausted study of
the literature available throu^ the libraries of Asbury Theological
Seminary, Pittsburg Theological Seminary, and Indiana IMversity of
Pennsylvania. An examination of the following topics led to the
discovery of material for this study: premarital
counseling/preparation, marriage counseling, family counseling,
premarriage* marriage, sexuality, ccmmunications, finances, engagement,
theology of marriage, love. New Testament marriage, post-marital
counseling and dating.
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The procedxire used in surveying a literatxire began with the review
of the literature over the past five years. As notes were taken it was
evident that a table could be forroed of the content areas that authors
discussed. A table was formed to collect information concerning the
areas - lat authors addressed in their literature.
Table 3 (Appendix C) is an overview of sixteen authors that have
written concerning premarital counseling. This table provides a
representative examination of v\tet has occured in premariatal
counseling over the past twenty-five years. It is a composite of the
major content areas and an overview of the historical development in
the field from the 1950's through to the 1980's. Table 3 takes the
major topics or subjects discussed in premarital preparation and lists
them on the left side of the table. The authors' names which have been
abreviated and the dates that the work was published are listed
horizontally at the top. There is a key at the bottom of the table for
the author ani the title of the material. The percentages given in the
right colunri represent the percent of authors v\*io discussed this
particular subject. As the information was gathered a flow chart was
kept on the pertinent information that the authors addressed. Table 3
is a synopsis of the material found in a study of the literature.
Compilation of Data
A definition of a fact is that vMch has existence. Psicts are
based on data. Data is used as a basis for discussion. Results, then,
are things obtained by the investigation of data throu^ logical and
scientific reasoning. Iftaman aspects, however, may enter into any
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investigation sand thus may prejudice the findings. Thou^ biases can
be present, there are certain truths that can be ascertained from the
results. The data cOTipiled frcxn surveys and the review of the
literature will present certain truths and trends that are relevant in
a discussion concerning premarital preparation. Sane of the results of
the surveys are presented in graphs arxi tables.
Gra^dis
Graphs one throu^ five are based xipon the pastoral surveys and
present the reader with informaticjn about the pastors in the survey and
the nuniber of premarital sessions that they require. There are certain
trends that exist within the field of premarital preparation.
GRAPH 1
Number of Sessions Required by Pastors
Doing Premarital Counseling
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Graph 1 describes the number of sessions that the pastors offer
engaged coiiples. The use of a pie shaped graph provides a visual
comparison of the different groiipings of session totals. The graph
demonstrates that an overwhelming majority of the pastors responding to
the sxmrey participated in premarital counseling. There are, also,
some statistical variables in this graph. The first variable is that
one hundred anl twenty-nine pastors did not respond to the survey.
There is no way of knowing how they would have responded. Covild it be
that a majority of the nonrespondants did not do premarital coxmseling
and therefore did not respond to the questionnaire? The other
possibility is that the nonrespondants could have escalated the figures
of those Yiho did participate in some form of premarital counseling.
Since the results showed few pastors did not do premarital counseling!
it wovild appear to point to some prejudice in the findings. The
assuaription is that of the one hundred and twenty-nine v^o did not
respond, a majority of them do not employ premarital counseling.
The pie graph does reflect sane interesting trends. Three to four
sessions rank as the most prevelant number of sessions with an engaged
couple. The next category was the one to two sessions with the couple.
Over ei^ty-eight percent of the pastors responded that they would
invest fron at least one session xipwards to four. There were foxir
times the amount of pastors v**io were willing to meet at least five
times with a couple before marriage than there were pastora not willing
to meet with a couple at all.
Graphs two throu^ five show the trends of the pastors concerning
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their age and how much time they are willing to invest in premaritsLL
preparation.
Grajh 2 shows that twaity-seven out of the forty five pastors
required three to four session ware betweei twenty-five and forty-four
years of age* Another twelve pastors invested three to four sessions
with the engaged coupl were between fifty and fift^ Tine. Sixty
percent of the respondants were under the age of forty-five. There is
some evidence that the younger a pastor is the more time he/she will
spend in premarital preparation. It is not an overvsiielndng statistic
because there are many older pastors vs*io are willing to spend that kind
of time.
GRAPH 2
A Correlation Between Age and the Number of
Respondents Doing Three to Four Sessions
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Graph 3 shows those pastors w*io were willing to spend one to two
sessions with the engaged couple. Twenty-four of the thirty-seven
pastors {6kfo) were over the age of fifty. The trend here is that the
older pastors are not as willing to spend as many sessions with the
engaged couple.
GRAPH 3
A Correlation Between the Age and the Number of
Respondents Doing One to Two Sessions
25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75
Pastor's
29 34 39 44 49 54 59 64 69 74 79 Age
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This same kind of trend carries over into Graph k where again the
younger pastor is shown to be more willing to invest lariger periods of
time with the en^iged couple. Six of the eight pastors that did five
or more sessions were under the age of fifty.
GRAPH 4
A Correlation Between the Age and the Number of
Respondents Doing Five to Six Sessions
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Gte^ 5 does not carzy the theoxy throu^ that the younger pastors
are the ones willing to do more intensive woric with premaritsuL
counseling. Graph 5 danonstrates that those did nothing with the
cov5xle were under the age of fifty. With this graph it would be safe
to say that the existing trend found in these graphs is that the
younger cler^ are more apt to participate in more counseling sessions
than their older counterparts. It is significant that only two of the
ninty-six respondants reported that they did not do any form of
premarital preparation \^ch demonstates that premarital preparation is
atterspting to be carried out in the church.
Graph 5
A Correlation Between the Age and the Number of
Respondents Who Do No Premarital Counseling
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Tables
Table 1 (fovmd in Appendix C) which depicts the topics most
covered in premarital counseling conpared the amount of sessions
requested by the pastor. Table 1 has been designed with the content
area on the left that have been used by pastors in preniarital
counseling. They are conpared with the number of sessions that the
pastor does with a couple. Erom this comparison trends emerge.
The most obvious trend that anerges in Table 1 is that v*ien a
pastor spends more sessions with a couple, the more in-depth their
preparation for marriage becomes. An example of this is in the subject
of sex> over ei^ty-five percent of the pastors, v\*io did five to six
sessions, discussed with the couple sex in marriage. The total
percentage of pastors covering the area of sex in marriage was only
forty percent.
Table 2 (found in Appendix C) does a comparison between the age of
the pastor and the subject areas covered. The content areas are on the
left and across the top the age of the pastors are divided in five year
increments. This is designed so that a person can examine the trends
according to the pastor's age.
Age of the pastors did not play a significant part in the areas
covered, as initially assumed. Thou^ in some areas the younger
pastors embraced some of the subjects that have had recent development
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in the field of proiBrital preparation. Twelve of the fifteen pastors
doing some form of psychological teisting were under the age of
forty-five. Ten of the pastors were under the age of forty. The most
ccaimonly vised, tests recorded were the Taylor-Johnson Teniperment
Analysis ]jiventory(l) used "by eleven pastors and four other pastors who
used the Shepherd Staff's Premarriage Awareness Inventory. (2)
Age is not necessarily a determinant. All pastors, regardless of
their age, taHred to the couple concerning sex. Most pastors see this
as an area that is extremely important to cover. This is also true of
the subject area on ccannunications. Most active (those under 65)
pastors expressed a need to discviss the area of cannunications ,
finances, and sex with the coiiple. Age did not play an important part
other than in the area of inventories and psychological testing.
Over sixty-five percent of the pastors have made changes in their
programs over the years. It was the older pastors that have made
adaptations in their program rather than the young clergy. Also, the
pastors that had more sessions tended to have a more structured program
than the ones who had lesser sessions.
Four of the seven respondents v*io required more than five sessions
were under the age of forty. Those that were over forty had recently
be&i trained in the area of premarital counseling and decided to begin
1 . The T-JTA material may be ordered throx^ P^chological
Publications, Inc., 5300 Hollywood Blvd., Los Angelos, CA 9002?. You
are required to be certified to render this profile.
2. The Premariage Awareness Inventory may be ordered throu^ Logus Art
Productions, Inc., A Shepherd Staff Publicati<�i, 3446 CSiester Street,
St. Paul, MN 55107.
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a more intensified program.
Five of the ninty-six respondants did not have any consistent
guidelines for doing premarital preparation. Three of the five pastors
did premarital counseling only if it was requested of them. One of
these three pastors had jeen retired for ten years and was in his/her
mid-seventies. Two pastors were not willing to do any type of
premarital counseling. One pastor had been retired for fourteen years
and the other was forty-six years old.
A ccxnparison of the top ten categories cited by pastors v^o are
xjnder forty-five and those over forty-five show little difference.
Table of the Top Ten Subjects In Relation to Age
Pastors ttxler 45 Years Old Pastors Older Than 45 Years Old
1. COTinunicatians 63.04% 1. Sex 38?5
2. Sex 39.1!^ 2. COTinunications 36j^
3. Psy. Test-Inventories 30.4^^ 3. Finances 369S
4. Spiritual Needs 30.4;^^ 4. Spiritual Needs 3^
5. Finances 28.8^ 5. Compatibility 22%
6. Iferital Adjustment 28.8^ 6. In-laws l6^
7. In-l�iws 28.8695 7. Wedding Plans \h%
8. Theol. of Marriage 23.91?^ 8. Theol.of Ifarriage I'Zfo
9. Erniily Backgound 23.91% 9. Family Background 12%
10. Wedding Plans 21.7^ 10. Family Planning 12%
The above canpariscn demonstrates that there are no major
differences in the areas covered by the younger and older pastors. The
only exception woiild be in the area of using psychological tests and
inventories with the engaged co\Q)le. The younger pastors use these
inventories more readily than the older pastor. These two tables
demonstrate that those pastors v*4io are doing premarital preparation are
taking seriously the issue of equipping the couple for marriage.
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Laity Survey;
The thiry-one laity vi*io responded had participated in prenarital
counseling. Two thirds stated vi*iat the pastor offered was worthvMle,
but it was difficult to recall that infomation after a period of time.
Sixteen of the thirty-one had either one or two sessions with the
clergy person. The other fifteen varied between three and six. One
person reported that they had attended ten sessions. The most often
mentioned subject area that was covered or should be covered in
premarital counseling was communications. The second most mentioned
area was finances, followed by sex in marriage. The choice of these
three subject areas are found in the pastoral survey.
Tsible 3 Content by Authors
Table 3 (Appendix C) sumnarizes the content for premarital
counseling cited by sixteen authors. This sunmary is relevant to the
study of prenarital preparation, because it identifies the areas that
are most often covered in premarital counseling. The content areas
identified in the table are listed on the left with author's
sibbrevlated names arxi publishing dates of the material across the top
of the table. A listing of the top ten subject matters covered in
pranarital counseling proves be useful in further discussion.
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1. Sex
2, Finances
3. COTipatibility
4. Olheol. of Jferriage
5. Definition of Love
6. Family Background
7. Family Flaming
8. Ccxntamication
9. Religion
10. Wedding Plans
93.75%
81.25%
75.0^
56.25%
56.25%
50.00%
43.75?5
43.75%
37.05%
31.25%
Iferital Adjustment
One interesting finding \was that the earlier vwriters tended to
cover the same subjects as the later writers. Granted, the later
writers have developed some different and maybe better ways of
comnunicating these subjects, but overall, the writers have been very
consistent in their coverage of material. Table 3, shows that the
subject areas are well covered from the start of premarital counseling.
One exainple frcwi an early writing, is the material written by the
Methodist Church in 1958. The publication of 1958 covers more of the
subjects than does the material written in 1970. However, the most
recent material written in I98I by the IMted Methodist covers more
material with more sophistication than the material written liy the
Church previously. Another is the material written by Aaron Rutlege in
1966. This is an early work in premarital counseling v*iich covered a
number of the subjects, including those roost often mentioned by
pastors. This study found that the earlier writers were as sensitive
to the needs of the engaged couples as are the present day writers.
Sunmary
The study was designed for the purpose of accumulating an
understanding of the material and the trends in the field of premarital
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preparation. The surveys that were given to both clergy anl laity
provided infonnation about the trends and the material being used in
premarital ijreparation. The review of literatxire given in Table 3 also
presents the subject areas that are most often used in premarital
counseling.
The surveys show that some pastors were willing to spend as many
as six sessions with coiiples �*io are preparing for marriage. The
majority of pastors spend three to fovir sessions with these couples.
Another trend that was discovered is that it is the younger pastors vi*io
are more apapt to spend greater amounts of time with the couple. As a
pastor spends more time with a couple the more in-depth they go in
preparing the couple for marriage.
A positive trend is that many pastors are getting additional
training in prenarital counseling. Because of additional training many
pastors have changed their programs in premarital preparation. The
areas covered by pastors and authors are vitijaUy the same. The most
apparent trend is that premarital coxjnseling has become well developed
and well thou^t out by the pastors.
CHAPTER FOUR
History and Trends in Premarital Preparation
. . . WHEREAS the church now provides no official marriage
manual comparable to the official membership manuals to be used by
couples conferring with their pastor in preparation for marriage,
AND VJHEREAS such an official marriage manual for use by
couples contemplating marriage would strengthen and support the
pastor's effort to provide better preparation for marriage,
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that such an official manual be
prepared under the direction of the Division of the Local Church and
the Editorial Division of the Board of Education. ( 1 )
The initial offer of premarital counseling as a significant
service came from the medical community. The first article actually
written with reference to premarital counseling was published in the
American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology in 1928. From that time
until the late forties - early fifties the primary literature
concerning premarital preparation originated from the medical field.
By examining dates of books and articles, there can be a documentation
of the historical developnent of premarital counseling (IVkce, 1948 j
1. The Pastor's Manual for Premarital Counseling (Nashville s The
Methodist Pub. House, 1958) p. 3-
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Stone 1959 J Mudd, 1955.1957; Meschan 1964? Rolfe, 1977; Rutledge
1968b) . (2) The Methodists produced their first manual for pastors in
1958 follovdng a directive from the I956 General Conference, vMch
included the opening quotes of this chapter. This does not mean that
pastors and the chur^.. were void of concern for marriage.
The church from its very beginning took an active role in
marriage. Initially, the early church saw celibacy as the ideal as
they waited for the Lord to return. However, as time progressed the
church became more concerned with the nature of marriage and its
relations to Christ and His teachings. The early Christians viewed
marriage as a private, non-institutionalized arrangement normally
prepared by the coiiples' parents without the need of clergy or civil
authorities. The state and church was officially involved in the
marriage of a couple by 398 A.D. , vihen the Synod of Carthage assumed
the use of a priestly benediction in the ceremony. Still, most
marriages were arranged by the parents, but several of the early church
fathers, such as Polycarp and Ignatius, urged that permission also be
granted by the bishop. By the Middle Ages, the policy of requiring a
couple to have permission to marry from parents, clergy and overlords
was clearly established. Marriage was considered a sacrament by 1164,
and thus the cler^ began teaching young people about the rite prior to
receiving it. The pre-wedding sessions emphasized the nature and
meaning of the rite, the Christian nature of marriage, the place
2. Walter R. Schunin & Wallace Denton, "Trends in Premarital Counseling,"
Journal of Marital and Familv Therapy, 5 No. 4 (Oct. 1979), 2>32.
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of religion in the home, and the rehearsal of the wedding rite or
ceremony. (3)
As the field of pastoral care and counseling began to develop in
the 1940 � and 1950's, so did the concept of premarital counseling.
Premarital counseling moved away from the simple rehearsing of the
wedding and describing the nature of marriage. One of the surveys
revealed that some of the older pastors lised service manuals as a
springboard for doing premarital preparation/counseling. The service
manuals examined for this study dealt with the mechanics of the
wedding. A majority of the retired pastors, v**io were over sixty,
stated they did talk with the couple about marital adjustment thou^
none of them had any set course that they used with a couple. As the
field of pastoral care became more sophisticated, the approaches to
premarital preparation also became more developed. The role or
response of the pastor moved from being an informer about marriage to
an examiner of emotional readiness and maturity of the couple, and
finally to a reactionary to troubled marriages and the hi^ divorce
rates.
The history of premarital preparation is as old as the history of
the Bible, yet in some ways, it is still in the infant stage.
Supported by the recent pastoral care and counseling emphasis,
premarital preparation has developed rapidly in a very short time.
3. Rick Terry, "Premarital Counselingi A Proposed Plan," Term Paper.
Akrwi, Ohio. p. 4.
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Premarital counseling in its earliest stages merely presented a
description of marriage. Today programs have been developed to assist
newlyweds in keeping their marriage vows inviolate.
The Purpose of Premarital Preparation
Pastors see premarital preparation as an opportunity to present
insists and understandings of marriage to the couple before they enter
marriage. The expectation of couples are not always the same as those
of the pastors. Scxne covrples are only interested in obtaining the use
of the sanctijary, along with making arrangements with the pastor for
the wedding. When couples contact the pastor, they often find that
they must agree to meet with the pastor if they are to vise the church
for the wedding service. A twofold purpose of premarital preparation
is I 1) to offer, to the couple the total resources of the church at a
time yihen they stand at the largest crossroads of their lives and 2)
to make the church available to them in the future. The sub-purposes
include I helping a couple assess their readiness to marry, assisting
them in identifying areas of possible stress in marriage and how to
conquer than, providing sexual guidance, presenting a theology of
marriage, and discussing wedding etiquette. Premarital preparation
needs to be seen as part of the total pastoral care program of the
church. The pastor has both the obligation and the resouirces to assist
the couple in fonning a Christian marriage. (4) The church can extend
4. Kenneth R. Mitchell, "Reinterpreting the Purpose of PrCTarital
Counseling," Pastoral Psychology. 18, No. 177 (Oct. I967), 18-24.
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all these resouces to a couple as they go throu^ this period and
continue to serve them "beyond that day. The church can be there to
assist a coiqxLe during those critical periods of life M*iere careful and
sharp judgement have to be made. At this time there may be unpleasant
and difficvilt situations, such as differences of opinions about the
wedding itself prior to the wedding ceremony, to vMch a pastor may be
able to give wise counsel.
A current purpose for developing a suitable premarital preparation
program has ccxne as a reaction to troubled marriages. Pastors develop
the emphasis of their programs to meet the issues that couples face in
marriage. One ccanmanly mentioned cause of marital disharmony is faulty
COTmunication. Over 53 percent of the pastors interviewed (Table 2 -
Premarital Preparation Content in Relationship to the Number of
Sessions, Appendix C) dealt with communications in their premarital
preparation programs. This suggests that pastors view communications
as the central issue in problem marriages. The emphasis in premarital
preparation, also, follows closely to what is being dealt with in
maritsil counseling. The issues that are being addressed in marriage
counseling becane the topics discussed in prranarital counseling. Gary
Collins suggests the following causes for marital problems!
1. Faulty Ccoinunication
2. Defensive Self-centered Attitude
3. Interpersonal Tension
St* Sgx
b. Roles
c. Religi cai
d. Values
e. Needs
f . MOTiey
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4. External Pressure
- In-laws
- Children
- Friends
- Crisis
- Vocational Demands
5. Boredom (5)
A comiparison of the written material on premarital counseling with
v^^^at the pastors' stated they covered in premarital preparation, shows
that premarital coimseling and marriage counseling are working
together. Most of the areas identified by Collins are, also, included
by other authors writing about premarital counseling and by the
surveyed pastors as content covered in premarital counseling. Notice
that the pastors and authors of premarital preparation both are
responsive to the needs of the married coiiples.
The Pastors' Top Ten
1. Comramications 53-33%
2. Finances 4?.7^
3. Sex 40.00%
4. Iferital Adjustment 35.5^
5. Spiritual Needs 34.44%
6 . Compatibility 21.11%
7. In-laws 18.89%
8. Psych. Testing 16.6?^
9. Family Planning 15.5^
10. Theol. of Iferriage 14.44%
The Authors' Top Ten
1. Sex 93.75%
2. Finances 81.25^
3. Compatibility 75.0(^
4. Theol. of Marriage 56.25%
5. Definition of Love 56.2^
6. Family Background 50.0^
7. Famiiy Plarming 43.7^
8. CcxiBiunication 43.7^
9. Religion 37.5^
10. Wedding Plans 31 '25^
Marital Adjustment
The topics cited by the pastors cover the majority of the areas
that are causing marital problems. As pastors and authors discover the
5. Gary R. Collins, Ph.D. Christian Counselingt A Canprehensive Guide
(Wacoi Word Inc., I98O) p. 171-174.
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trouble spots in marriage, they apparently develop programs to meet
those areas of concern in order to assist engaged couples to be better
prepared for marriage. Ninety percent of the top ten subject areas in
premarital preparation are also included in Collin's list of marital
treuble spots. Premarital preparation has responded to the crisis
facing families today by developing programs that speak to the treubled
areas in marriage. Pastors are aware of the reasons for strained
marriages and are trying to develop ways of answering these conflicts.
Premarital preparation is one way pastors are trying to reduce marital
discord.
Trends in Approaches and Programs
There are several trends noted in the review of literature and the
surveys that can be found in the history of premarital preparation that
are relevant to our study. One trend is that premarital preparation is
being taken very seriously, evidenced by a great majority of pastors
v*io offer some form of premarital counseling. Out of the ninety-three
pastors vAvo responded to the survey (Graph 1, Chapt. 3) only two clergy-
said they absolutely do not do premarital counseling. Three others
only did premarital preparation vihen requested. Therefore, only 5
pastors of the ninety-three did not have a premarital program that was
either required or strengly requested. Only one of those pastors
thou^t it was not worth doing a premarital preparation program. Of
the pastors interviewed, ninety-three percent required some form of
prenarital preparation. The first trend, therefore, is that a majority
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of clergy offer programs for the engaged couple.
Another recent trend is the use of inventories. Pastora
responding to the survey reported by using different psychological
tests and inventories. They included the Taylor-Johnson Temperament
Analysis Inventory, Pre-Jfarriage Avyareness Inventory (Shepherd Staff
Publication), and the Marriage Counseling Kit. A little over 1?
percent of the clergy v^o responded to the survey (Table 1, Appendix C)
used inventories or psychological tests that assist the couple in
evaluating their readiness for marriage. In the written literature
this trend is also noticed. Three books refer to inventories or
psychological tests. Two of these books were written in the late
seventies. The trend is that as pastora become more familiar with the
use of inventories and psychological tests, the use will increase. The
survey also revealed that among the groiip of fifteen pastora viho used
inventories only three were over the age of forty-five. It may be that
the younger pastora are more aware of inventories and psychological
tests and possibly are more likely to be trained in their use. However
it may be that inventories and psychological tests have just recently
been made available to the clergy. As approaches change and new ideas
arise, the pastor, like an auto mechanic, needs to familiarize
hinylTierself with the new trends and then apply vAvsit mi^t be useful.
Another trend that may have a great impact on premartital
preparation is the addition of post-marital counseling. The term
post-wedding counseling may be a better term for this approach. The
meeting or meetings that occur with the married couple normally are
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scheduled during the first six months after the wedding. This can be a
time for measuring the value of the sessions that were held before the
wedding. Others see this as a time for serious growth and learning
about marriage. Most of the post-wedding approaches are part of the
premarital programs. They are like a warranty check-iip or scheduled as
follow-up sessions. The movement to post-wedding sessions is not new
to premarital counseling. Schunin and Denton write that Westberg (1958)
and Dicks (I963) were among the first to consider post-wedding
counseling to be a routine and productive follow^xip to premarital
counseling. (6) This is an ideal time to catch the coiiple at a very
teachable moment. It is quite possible that premarital counseling will
eventually include the post wedding or warranty check-ups. In the
present literature not much is written about the use of post-wedding
approaches. An outline of this approach will be offered in Chapter
Five.
The next trend has to do with the approaches that are being used
in premarital counseling. An examination of these approaches show
developments that have occurred in premarital counseling. What are
the approaches that are being used?
IMtil recently only three approaches to premarital
preparation have been utilized (Mudd, 1957? Ifesh, 1970). The
first approach, generalize education preparation, is
exemplified by family life education in hi^ schools and
colleges, as well as home economic extensions programs... A
second approach, identified as therapeutic counseling is
designed to naeet the needs of couples presenting specific and
often distressing problems... The third approach.
6. Schunm & Denton, p. 25.
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instructional counseling has been traditionally the province
of the pastor, rabbi, and physician. This fom of premarital
counseling typically has a ^>al of preparing couple to adjust
realistically their expectations of marriage hy providing
them with information and exposure to a variety of frequently
occurring marital problems. (7)
The third approach, instructional counseling, has tended to center
in on marital and sexual adjustment, family relationships, religious
concerns and wedding plans. Usually couples are counseled privately,
though group approaches are being developed by churches and pastors.
The grov?) approaches are more formal in format and style than the other
programs for individual couples.
In the last few years there have been a number of systematic
stvjdies investigating the various approaches to premarital counseling.
The first clear pictiire that we receive frran these studies is that the
lecture style method, whether from an individual perspective or groiip
encounter for the couple, is unattractive. Being lectured on marriage
is dissappointing to those v\*io attend. A study by R.H. Norem and
associates in 1980 found that lectures never changed any of the
couples' attitides and had a noticeable negative outcome. The lecture
form discouraged couples frcMi considering future marriage enrichment
programs and also decreased the couples' willingness to go for marriage
counseling at a later time. (8) Therefore, the trend is a movement
7. Schunm & Denton, p. 23.
8. David H. Olson, "TIow Effective Is Marriage Preparation?"
Prevention In Family Services (Beverly Hi l ist Sage Piib.) p. 69.
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away frcan the lecture type format to an inventory and discussion style.
Premarital inventories such as PREPARE or Premarriage Awareness
Inventory have been more effective than the traditional sessions with a
clergy person or a lecture series.
A study by H. Norman Wri^t (I98I) outlines eight intensive
premarital sessions with coig)les. After surveying 1,000 married
c^ouples, he found that those v\*io had at least six premarital sessions
felt they had benefitted from the experience. Conversely, those v\*io had
few sessions did not find the experience as beneficial. (9) These
studies suggest that the large lecture type program is not necessarily
beneficial to the couple. Inventories terxi to be more effective and
assist the covrple in making changes that are necessary to have a
v*iolesome marriage. These stvdies indicate that couples v*io attend
programs that utilize inventories and tests are more beneficial.
Another option to the lecture approach is the enrichment format.
Couples are helped to discuss various topics related to marriage and
the couples relationship. Schunm and Denton conclude "that equipping
coiiples to deal with their own concerns is more useful to them in the
long run than merely conveying information and advice. "(10) This type
of enrichment program attanpts to enhance the couple's conmitment to
one another, ccxmunication, and skills in conflict management. An
outline of this approach will be examined in Chapter Five.
9. Olson, p. 71.
10. Schunm & Denton, p. 25.
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The trends are quite evident. The predominent one is the serious
attention pastors are giving to premarital preparation, evidenced Tjy
the mny approaches that have been developed and initiated over the
past thirty years. The "enrichment" and or "encounter" model is now
being adopted as a way of doing premarital preparation. Also, there .s
a movement toward including a post-wedding session as part of the
premarital program. There are even some pastore viho are doing the
sessions following the wedding rather than before the wedding claiming
they are more effective then. The trends in premarital counseling have
aided the pastor in becoming better at enhancing the couple's chances
for a better marriage.
Analysis of Survey
The analysis of the surveys given to the clergy and the laity
reveal patterns and trends that are occurring in the field of
premarital preparation. Surveys were distributed to selected cler^
and laity of three denominations, the IMted Methodist Chruch in the
Indiana District of Western Pennsylvania Conference, The Church of God
- ArKiereon in Western Pennsylvania, Kiskiminetas Presbytery of the
IMted Presbyterian Church of the U.S.A. These three denominations
were represented in the Dayton Ministerium vAiere this author was a
member. This section will first analyze the survey vMch was given to
the clergy. Second, it will examine the survey given to the laity
found in Dayton, Pennsylvania.
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Sessions Reqvdred tar a Pastor
A najorily of the pastors interviewed required or requested that a
couple meet with them for three to four times (Tables 1, Appendix C).
Over half of the 4? pastors yiho required a minimum of three sessions
were xjonder the age of forty-five. Even thou^ Vtright found that eight
sessions with an engaged couple was veiy beneficial, the majority of
pastors surveyed did only three to four sessions. The reason most
pastors/cleiTgy spend only three to four sessions with a couple is time,
both for themselves and the couple. If a pastor has ten weddings a
year, then, the pastor participates in 30 to 40 sessions a year which
can last an hour to two hours each. With their other duties some
clergy may feel that three to four sessions is the best management of
time.
The second largest number of sessions offered by pastors was one
to two sessions with the engaged couple. Forty percent of the clergy
responding to the survey reported that they requested the engaged
couple to meet with them once or twice before the wedding. An
interesting pattern is evident. Older pastors are more likely to
require the one to two sessions. Pastors over forty-five outnumbered
the yoijnger pastors in this category almost two to one. What could be
reflected in this difference is older pastors have not had the advanced
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training that their younger counterparts have had. The yovmger pastors
often have had more opportunities to be trained in premarital
preparation.
As a vAiole, these clex^gy were concerned about time management. A
number of respondaits were concerned about the receptivity of the
engaged couple who were required to attend a number of sessions. The
majority of these pastors seemed to have allowed the engaged couple to
dictate the number of sessions. Most of these pastors, then, felt it
was not beneficial to keep a couple cOTiing to sessions they did not
want to come to in the first place.
Only 7.5 percent, of the pastors (7 total) asked a couple to
invest their time in at least five sessions. Why are there so few
pastors willing to invest their time in this type of program? First,
the engaged cotiple may resist having to attend these many sessions.
Secord, pastors v^o have no formal directive concerning the number of
sessions from the church, find it hard to require a couple to attend
five or six sessions. Without the backing of the church it is
difficult to demand such requirements. Therefore, if a pastor can get
a coiiple to attend a fewer amount of sessions, they may ccraprcanise.
Many younger coiiples see five or six sessions as constrictive and
restraining. The older pastors find time to be an issue. Another
reason is that a couple may give the church and pastor very little time
before requesting the pastor to marry them. Ifeny pastors related in
interviews that many couples give rather short notices to both the
church and the pastor. For a pastor to require this many sessions
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necessitates a great deal of preparation and planning on the part of
the pastor. To plan that type of strategy may in itself be a
deterrait. It may be that pastors really do not want to invest the
time in preparing a program and then Implementing a program of this
caliber.
Four of the seven respondents, vi*io requested more than five
sessions, were under the age of forty. This reflects a yoxinger group of
pastors vdio are willing to invest this type of time with the engaged
coviple. The other three pastors v**io were older had only begun a more
intensified program after receiving training to update them on new
methods. One pastor had been in the ministry twenty-seven years and
only began doing premarital preparation seven years ago after receiving
training in the field. It would appear those viho are willing to invest
greater amounts of time with an engaged couple are either younger or
have been willing to receive new training in the field. This direction
among clerigy has to do with the availability of receiving help in
developing programs and also the availability of tr-aining in this
field.
Pastoral C!hanges in Their Pranarital Programs
Trends emer^ by examining the changes that have been made hy
clergy in their programs for the engaged couple. In examining the
changes that have been made there is a trend for most clergy to readapt
their programs as they experience it in their ministry. The younger
the pastor, the less change in their premarital program. The more time
a pastor spent in ministry the more adaptation was likely to be made by
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that pastor.
The reason for less change in the younger pastors' programs nay be
the result of the additional training that seminaries are now providing
their graduates. Another reason for little change is that younger
pastors have had only a short time to use their program material and
have not spent much time analyzing it. As pastors use and reuse their
programs, they may reshape them and change methods to better facilitate
their intended desires. This is evident with pastors v\*io were in their
thirties. Sixteen of the twenty in this age groxxp, viho did three to
four sessions, had made changes in their programs. Most cited that new
material and new programs were adapted into their own existing programs
over the course of their ministry.
This trend to change as a pastor gains more time in the ministry
is again evident with the group over forty years old. Fifteai of these
twenty pastors had changed their program over the course of their
ministry. Most cited that new materials like the Shepherd Staff
Program, TaylorwTohnson Teraperment Analysis Profile and Gary Collins'
woric on premarital counseling were behind the changes. Seven cler^
stated that new material had changed their premarital programs. Two of
them had just recently begun premarital preparation after participating
in a training event in the area. A fifty-four year old pastor began
doing premarital counseling vi*ien he was forty-two i only after receiving
training in the use of the Taylor-Johnson Temperment Analysis Profile
(vMch will be reviewed in Chapter Five), The other five pastors
averaged over twenty-five years in the pastorate and could not remember
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changing their programs. These pastors have either foxjnd v*iat they do
is very fruitful and see no need to change or they have become set in
their programs and find it difficiilt to make any change.
Older pastors may have streamlined their programs in order to meet
their busy schedules. When these older pastors entered the ministry
there were less problems in marriage than there are today ( may be the
same percentage of problem but more divorces). Since the divorce rate
has risen consistently over the years there is a new importance placed
on premarital preparation. There seans to be an enthusiasm among
younger clergy that wane as they get older, and it could be that these
older pastors have tempered their zeal a little bit.
Only thirteen of the thirty-ei^t pastors vAio offered one to two
sessions to the engaged couple had not changed their material or
methods of doing premarital preparation. A little over sixty-five
percent of the cler^gy interviewed had changed their program. Most of
the changes reflect less paper work, less lectures, less sessions, and
less inventories. Most of these sixty-five percent were interested in
more discussion and less directives. Some of the pastors did mention
adapting some of the new programs, but as a vihole it was a less
structxjred approach than the ones doing three to fovir sessions. It
covM be speculated that the change occured in the area of time and
foniBlity. Of the thirteen that made no change in their program, their
average age was 55*9 years old. It may be that seme of the older
pastors have not been open to readapting or have found an approach that
is useful.
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St�nirta,rd3 in Profirams
Five of the ninety-three respondants said they had no set standard
for premarital counseling. Three of the five did use premarital
counseling if requested. Of those thr ^ , one person was in his
mid-seventies and only did counseling v\*ien requested, but was unwilling
to make it a requirement while in the active pastorate. This
particular pastor spent most of his time vihen he had a request for
premarital counseling dealing with the spiritual side of marriage. Two
other pastors viho were thirty-five years old did premarital counseling
only when it was requested by the couple. One of these pastors felt
that he was not equipped to do premarital counseling. The other one
saw hinylierself as a facilitator to help couples assess their readiness
for marriage and recognized the usefulness of structured approaches,
but did not have a requirement for couples.
The other two pastors, of the five that had no set standards,
bluntly stated that they did not do premarital coxjnseling. One pastor
had been retired for foxirteen years, and that may well be the reason
for his/lier response. However, the other pastor was forty-six and had
been in the ministry for twenty years and viewed premarital counseling
as a waste of time. In answering question eleven on the survey, "Cite
one or two important values that you see in yovir program,
" this pastor
responded that the value of not having a program is "it does not waste
the time of people vihose minds are quite set before they come to me."
This person goes on to say that in his/her honest opinirai "doing
nothing is as valuable as any premarital counseling done by a cler^
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person vdthout special training in this area. " It would appear that
doing nothing or very little in the area of premarital coxmseling is
the minority approach. It may be that these clerigy do not see the need
to be involved in premaritsil counseling and/or they see it as having no
effect on t e couple.
A Survey of Laity frcan Dayton. PA
In 1978 an extensive marriage and family survey was conducted
among Christians. Over ei^t thovisand tcx)k part in this survey. Of
the 109 questions, several were focused upon premarital preparation.
H. Norman Wri^t gives us scxne of these statistics.
Prior to your own marriage did you receive premarital
counseling frcxn the church or pastor where you were married.
Three thoxisand forty-eight stated yes and 4,921 said no. An
additional 571 sedd they received professional coxmseling
frc�n a professional counselor. A total of 4-5 percent of
those participating in the survey recieved some preparation.
The number of sessions couples received varried greatly 1
Number of Sessions Percent That Attended
1 45
2 18
3 14
4 7.5
6 4
7+ 4
A very significant question was, "If you did receive
premarital counseling, do you feel it helped you in your
marriage?"
Definitely yes - 29.3 percent
Possibly yes - 45,5 percent
Possibly no 13.2 percent
Definitely no - 11.2 percent(ll)
10. H. Norman Wri^t, Premarital Counseling (Chicago� Moody Press,
I98I) p. 43.
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In the laity survey of the Dayton, Pennsylvania area churches only
28.5 percent of the 112 married adults that responded had participated
in premarital counseling, vdth the average number of sessions attended
by a couple being three. This Dayton survey figure is much lower than
the survey that Wri^t mentions, probably because many of the
respondants were older. Out of those who had premarital counseling in
the Dayton survey only two were married before 1970. It appeared that
the younger coixples were the ones v\*io had participated in prenarital
counseling. These statistics strongly suggests that premarital
programs did not catch hold mtil the seventies.
Wright continues with this informationj
Only 15 percwit of those participating in one session
stated that it definitely helped their marriage, and 31
percent of those who received two sessions of counseling said
it definitely helped. It was significant that of those yiho
received five sessions, 53 percent said that counseling
definitely helped their marriage and those v\*io received seven
or more sessions, 75 percent stated that premarital
counseling definitely helped their marriage. (12)
Sumnary
An overall analysis of trerrls that can be gleaned from these
surveys could be sunnarized this wayi
1, Olson estimates that seventy percent of the covtples getting
married will have some form of premarital counseling. ( 13) Taken into
12. Wright, p. 41
13. Olson, p. 69.
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consideration the survey results presented in this document then it can
be safely said ttiat a great majority of the pastors in America today
are involved in some form of premarital counseling. The trend is
toward programs to help prepare couples for marriage. It appears that
pastors are taking seriously this endeavor to assist the coizple in
preparing for marriage.
2. The age of the pastor does not necessarily influence the amount
of premarital preparation provided, tfeny of the older pastors vs*io did
not have training in seminary have since acquired training and take
seriously the opportunity to assist a couple in making a Oiristian
marriage.
3. The pastoral survey demonstrates, as do sane of the authors,
that clergy are now using prepared inventories to help a cox^e learn
more about each other. There are more opportunites and programs
available so that a pastor may be better equij^jed to do premarital
preparation.
4. Accorxiing to Wri^t the majority of the laity felt that a
prenarital program for the engaged couple was profitable. In the
Dayton survey this finding woiild be true for couples marrying after
1970. The Dayton survey of laity found that a large majority of
couples that were married before 1970 did not receive premarital
counseling.
5. New programs and approaches are being adapted and reformed
the pastor to fit his/her style of ministry and the church, he/she
serves.
CHAPTER FIVE
Jfejor Content Areas and Approaches of Premarital Preparation
Ife.lor Content Areas in Premarital Preparation
Authors and pastors list similar areas of content covered in
premarital preparation programs. Seven of the top ten areas identified
in the survey of pastors are the same topics covered in the premarital
preparation literature. The statistics below reflects the similarity
between programs used by pastors and v\^Tat has been written by authors.
A Combined List of the Top Areas Covered in Premarital
Counseling by Authors and Pastors
1. Sex 66%
2. Finances 64%
3. Coinnunications kOfo
4. Compatibility hdfo
5. Theology of Iferriage 35%
Definition of Love
6. IVkrital Adjustment 33%
7. Family Planning 29%
Other areas also mentioned include i religion and spiritijal needs,
family backgroimds and in-laws, wedding plans, and psychological tests
or inventories.
As mentioned earlier, the surveyed pastors seem to be a little
more relevant than the authors in the areas that are covered in
preitarital preparation. The pastors are in the trenches working with
troubled marriages on a daily basis and are therefore addressing
current areas of marital concern in premarital preparation. Pastors
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and authors are developing prograne for engaged couples. They are
designed to assist couples in evaluating their readiness for marriage
and aixiing them in developing v*iolesome marriages. A brief sunmary of
key content areas will show the value of these areas to couples
preparir^ for marriage.
Sexuality in IVkrriage
It is essential to premarital counseling that there be a
discussion about sex in marriage for the engaged couple. Attitudes
from family backgounds play a big part in the marriage relationship.
It is helpful for the couple to realize that the Scripture is not
prudish or negative about sex within marriage. God created hxman
beings as sexual, not only for procreation, but also for unity and for
pleasure. Wri^t suggests that sex "is a means of relating to one
another and being close to one another; it is a time of giving to each
other. "(1) Evidently, sex within marriage is viewed as an important
subject, with ninety-three percent of the authors addressing this
subject.
Jfece, in Getting Ready for Marria^, believes that without sex
there is no marriage. (2) Mace, like many other authors, eniphasizes
sexual intimacy for pleasure as well as for procreation. It is an
expression of marital unity.
Pastors and authors both mentioned the Sex Knowledge Inventory.
1. H. Norman Wright, Premarital Counseling (Chicago � Moody Press,
1981) p. 123.
2. David R. Bfece, Getting Ready For Rlarriaff; (Ifeshvillei Abingdon
Pr�ss, 1972) p. 75.
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The Sex Knowledge Inventory Fom X (SKI) was first published in I950
vdth revisions in I968 and in 1979 . SKE is a service, rather than a
test, "to discover and correct misconceptions conceming sex, anl make
changes in sex attitiides."(3) This inventory provides .penings for
discussions conceming items of knowledge and attitudes concerning
sexuality.
Two other references cited in the survey and listed by authors
were prepared by Dr. Bl Wheat. His book, titled Intenled For Pleasure
was written with his wife, Gaye. Second, Wheat produced a three hour
tape cassette series, "Sex Techniques and Sex Problems." Both are
designed for use by the pastor with the couple and are to assist the
coiqjle in enriching their marriage. Another book that provides
practical suggestions cn romance in marriage is Solcanon on ,Sex, by
James Dillow, v*iich is a teaching on the Song of Solomon. (4)
Society today tends to be pre-occupied with sex. In this
atmosphere the pastor-counselor needs to present a healthy biblical
teaching conceming sex. Therefore, it is important that the
pastor^counselor feel COTifortable dealing with this topic. The use of
the published material mentioned can help ease the tensicai for the
couple and pastor so there can be more open communications in the area
of sexuality.
3. Gelolo McHugh, Marriage Counselor's Manual and Teachers Handbook For
Use With The Sex I&iCTdedge Inventory Form X (Saludai Family Lif
Publications, Inc., 1979) p. 1�
4. Wes Roberts & H. Norman Wright, Before You Sav "I Do" (Eugene 1
Harvest House Pub., I978) p. 73*
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Finances - Money Ifenagement
Oie of the contributing factors in troubled marriages is the
inability to properly manage money. Individuals often bring to
marriage different thou^ts and approaches to the meaning and use of
money. Pastors must also be aware of their o i experience in handling
money or they vwLll transmit their own understanding about finances to
the couples. Paul tells Timothy in the first letter that the husband
"must manage his own family well..." (I Tim. 3i4). This indicates a
need for delegation of responsibilities and good management of
finances. Almost all the respondants to the survey and the authors
su^ested that a budget be worked on together and that open
conmunicaticai be present so that both partners are avrare of the family
financial situations.
Pastors and authors referred to similar material. Jfeterial
produced by the Christian Financial Concepts, Inc. and authored by
Lany Burkett were cited by both pastors and authors. Burkett has
written I Your Finances in Changing Times. Christian Financial Concepts,
and Familv Planning Worjcbook. (5) In Premarital Counseling Wri^t
recOTmends a tape series by Lany Burkett, "Christian Financial
Management." This series is loaned to the covq^le and then discussed
during an interview. This tape series can be obtained throu^
Christian Iferriage Enrichment. (6)
5. These may be ordered throudi Christian Finacial Concepts, Inc., 4-730
Darlene Way, Tucker, Ga. 30084.
6. Christian Marriage Enrichment, 1913 E. 17th St., Suite 118, Santa
Ana, Ca. 92701, (7l5-542-3506).
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Wri^t also su^sts a pamphlet called Christian Eamilv Money
IVbnagement and Financial Planning available from Levds Neebaver Co. ,
Old York Road & Township Line, Benson East, Jenkintown, PA. 19046. In
Appendix E, there is a sample forms of how to develop a budget and
questionaires on finances.
Ccannunicatior^
Pastors identify that good coirmunication is the most important
area that an engaged couple needs to develop. Most marital problems
are rooted in faulty comnunications. Some pastors deal with this issue
in marriage counseling, and it becomes one of the key topics in
premarital preparation. Christian material in this area is just
beginning to be developed. There were some excellent tools suggested
by pastors v^ch are now available. I^rrich, in Three To Get Ready.
refers to the passage frcxn lipti. kt25-32 vMch sets up four basic
biblical rules for conmunicaticxn. (7) It would be beneficial for
pastors to familiarize themselves with the secticjns on communication
found in two books by EVdgJit H. Small Desigi for Christian Marriage and
After You've Said "I Do" (8) and Jay Adam's book Christian Living in the
Home. (9) An excellent chapter that would assist a couple on
7. Howard A. E^rrich Three To ,Get Ready A Christian Premarital
Counseling Manual (Grand Rapids i Baker Book House, 1981) pp. 66-69.
8. Dwight H. Shall, Desigi For Christian Iferriage (Old Tappan, N.J. 1
Fleming H. Revell Co.. 1974) pp. 38-50; After You've Said "I Do" (Old
Tappanj Fleming H. Revell Co., I968) pp. 11-44.
9. Jay E. Adams, Christian Living In The Home (Grand Rapids; Baker
Book House, 1972) pp. 25-41.
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working on good comnunicaticn comes from Before You Say "I Dtf' hy
Roberts and Wrigjit. Another useful tool reccMinenled by Enrich is "A
Mental Connunicaticn Inyentoiy," by Millozxi J. Bienvenue Srj available
throu^ Family Life Publications, Inc. Another excellent resource is
Wri^t ' s book Ccaanunicationi Key to Your Ifarriage.
Most couples begin marriage assuming that they know one another
and are anxious to be good conmunicators. Coviples also bring with them
defenses that may result in the breakdown of coinnunications. Pastors
have an unique opportunity to encourage covtples to develop
comnunicaticn skills. Premarital preparation programs include this
aspect as one of their top priorities.
Compatibility and Instruments To Test For Ccanpatibility
There are many factors that contribute to compatibility in
marriage. Failure to resolve those areas where a couple is not
corapatable can lead to a damaging relationship. Three authors and
another fifteen pastors suggest administering instruments that assist
the pastor-counselor in understanding the couple's ccaigatibility. Two
of these are the Taylor-Johnson Temperment Analysis Profile (T-JTA) and
a more recent tool PREPARE (Premarital Personal and Relationship
Evaluation) . ( 10) Family Life Publication has produced an inventory for
10. The T-JTA material may be ordered throu^ Psychological
Publications, Inc., 5300 Hollywood Blvd., Los Angelos. CA. 9002?. You
are required to be certified to render this prefile. PREPARE material
can be purchased frcxn Prepare/tiTrich, P.O. Box 190 Minneapolis, MN.
55m (612-331-1661).
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the engaged coiiple called "Iferriage Expectation Inventory for aiggged
Couples," (Box 427, Saluda, S.C. 28773).
Prauarital counseling needs to address this area before it has to
be addressed in marital counseling. These are excellent tools for
helping a couple adjust to the dilTerences in personality that tv,
people bring to marriage. These instruments do take some training to
use and do require some time to evaluate the results of the tests.
Theology of Marriage and The Definition of Love
The fifth most discussed content area is the theology of narriage.
This topic usually includes a discussion about the couples
understanding of love. If pastors are going to talk about marriage, it
is important that they develop a theology of marriage. Pastors in the
survey and the authors reviewed thought that there was a need for
undeirstanding God's intentions for marriage.
A good woricsheet on understanding marriage and love can be found
in Before You Say "I Do" by Roberts and Wright. Also, Erich's
"Outline Of God-Designed Iferriage" and "Study Guide i God-Designed
Iferriage" are excellent springboards for a discussion on Christian
marriage and love. (11) Two books by InterVarsity Press, Gmidng into
Love by Joyce Huggett and Longing for Tenderness by Ger^iard Hauer, are
excellent resources for couples to read during their engagement period.
TiTderstanding God's view of marriage will assist the couple in
11. E^odch, pp. 44-52.
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working toward a wholescane and joyful marriage. In today's society and
the church there are many misconceptions and teachings conceming
marriage. Therefore, there is a need to develop a healthy relevant
concept of Y*iat God expects of a Christian in marriage.
tfarital Adjustment
There are many differences between the man and the woman viho unite
in marriage and there are similarities that draw them together. These
differences and similarities need to be understood, and cov^jles need to
adjust and adapt to them. The references cited in this section on
Canpatiblity are helpful for this topic. A few additional tools were
mentioned by pastors. One was Tour Role Concepts Comparison*' found in
Wrist's book on Premarital CQunseling(12) or a revision of Hines' work
in this field (James R. Hine, Your bfarriage Analysis & Renewal) hy
Ijyrich called "Comparison of Role Concepts Inventory. "(13) Another
helpful tool mentioned was the Kjyers-Eriggs Type Indicator, vstiich
pres�its the personality preferences of the indivdual.(l4) The
importance of examining the differences in the engaged cox;5>le cannot be
underscored. It is important for the engaged couple to understand the
differences that exist between them and attempt to adjust to them.
12. Wright, pp. 20>204.
13. IJyrrich, pp. 63-65.
14. The J^yers-Briggs Type Indicator may be obtained throu^ Consulting
R^cholQgists Press, Inc. 577 College Ave., Palo Alto, Ca. 94306.
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Fanilv Planning
Eamily Planning is often discussed during the session on
sexuality. Dr. Ed Wheat's materials are excellent tools for
understanding family planning. A discussion on birth control is part
of this area of preparation. However, the percentage of pastors v*io
said they discussed this matter was not very hi^. This nray reflect
their own uncomfortableness in discussing birth control methods.
Periiaps coiiples vytio attend these sessions have already made up their
mind on birth control. Enrich gives two valuable resources for the
clergy and the engaged coiiple to pursue. The first is Tan McGinnis'
book, Your First Year of Marriage (Garden Cityi Doubleday & Co. , I967)
pages 129-138. The second is a journal published under the auspices of
the Family Planning Division of Elnory IMversity Hospital called
Contraceptive Technology. The journal can be obtained from Halsted
Press, a division of John Wiley, 605 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. A
pastor-counselor needs to keep up-to-date about recent developments in
the area of birth control. (I5)
On the other side of birth control is the decision to have
children. Wri^t suggests two helpful books. Help! I'm a Parent by
Dr. S Bruce Naramore (Zondervan, 1979) t there is a workbook which
accon5anies this book. Second, he encourages a couple to read a book
that he ar^ Marvin N. Inmon authored entitled Preparing for
Parenthood. (16)
15. Elyrich, p 91.
16. Wright, pp. 125-126.
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Wedding Plans
It was interesting that only 10 out of the 93 pastors mwitioned
wedding plans, thou^ everyone of them spends sc�ie time dealing with
the wedding, even if it is at the rehearsal. Many of the pastors
assumed that the analyzer of the survey would know they sfpent time with
the couple planning the wedding. When examining the list canpiled frem
the authors, wedding plans are ranked as number ten. Yet, the wedding
plans are probably the number one concern of the couple getting
married. It is helpful to present a coxiple with alternative ways of
doing the wedding ceremony, the rules of the church, fees for the
or^ganist and janitor, and the duties of the wedding party. Jyrich
includes the duties of the wedding party in Three To Get Ready(17) or
suggests obtaining a reference book on etiquette as helpful. One
pastor surveyed responded by sending a complete folder of procedures
anl etiquette he had developed for weddings in his church. Some of the
material will be found in Appendix F.
Other areas that were considered important by authors and/or
pastors were family backgrovmi, in-laws, religion and spiritual needs.
None of these ou^t to be taken li^tly. The pastor-counselor should
be ready to discuss these areas if the need arises. Family background
ard relationship with the perspective in-laws can be very in?x>rtant. A
few helpful instruments reccHnraenled by authors in this area include i
^yrich's "Family anl Social Backgroimd Questionnaire" (pp 84-85) i
17. l^rrich, pp 95-97.
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WrigJit has a questionnaire for the in-laws to fill out called "Beconung
An In-law Building Positive Relationships" (pp 106-108). Another
important resource is a chapter in Roberts and Wrigfit's book Before You
Sav "I Do". This chapter is designed for couples too as an exercise.
The area of religion and spiritual needs can be a major adjustment
in marriage. Spiritual and religious beliefs are difficult to change
and adapt. That is vi*iy a few pastors and authors recommKided that the
pastor not many unbelievers. Conflict and differences can occur in
the couple's life v^ien their beliefs are different.
Approaches to Premarital Preparation
When a covq)le announces their engagement and sets a date for their
wedding, the coxxple, their family and friends all begin to focxis their
attention on the wedding, but not necessarily the marriage. Then a
well-meaning pastor suggests or strongly recommends the couple attends
premarital counseling sessions. The couple in most cases is willing to
go along with the procedure so they can have the church on a particular
date. Premarital preparation creates the opportunity for the pastor
and the engaged couple to explore the nature and the expectations of
marriage. If the pastor's intent is to assist the couple in their
search for a conmitted relationship, then this may be a fruitful
process for the engaged couple.
Before we examine the approaches to premarital counseling, there
is a need to discover v\*iat premarital preparation is trying to
accomplish. In addition to making plans for the wedding ceremony, v^ftiat
are the other purposes for premarital preparation? This is a prime
opportunity for the pastor to build a relationship with a couple, which
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could lead to a continuing ministry in the future. (18) Premarital
preparation gives directions, providing corrections for faulty views,
and to give counsel conceming their relationship in marriage.
Providing infozmation will in itself assist in correcting the false
assumptions about marriage relationships, comnunications, money
management, family relations, sex, etc. Wright su^sts that "one of
the main purposes is to help the couple eliminate as many surprises as
possible for the impending marriage. By eliminating those and helping
them become more realistic about the future, marital conflict will be
lessened. "(19) The idtimate goal of the pastor is to assist the couple
in making the final decision to be married.
There are varied approaches to premarital coiaiseling which assist
the couple in making this important step of life. This part of Chapter
Five will examine some of the approaches being used in premarital
counseling. In the last ten. years a number of articles and books have
been written in presenting approaches to this area. The problems for
the local pastor are first the availability of these writings and
secondly the cost factor. This section vdll present a few of the more
popular approaches that are adaptable to a person's on ministry. Four
approaches, vHnich were discovered throu^ an examination of the
research, vdJJ. be discussed.
18. Wri^t, p. 38.
19. Wri^t, p. 39.
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The Pastoral Approach
The basic approach to premarital preparation has been and will
continue to be the pastor meeting privately with the engaged couple for
a predetermined number of sessions prior to their wedding. The
pastoral survey revealed that over half of the responding pastors
required three to four sessions. Ideally, though, more sessions with
the couple have been proven to be more beneficial. The study of
marriages and family, vMch was referred to in the last chapter by
Wri^t discovered after surveying one thoxisand couples that those v*io
had a least six premarital coimseling sessions felt they benefitted
from the expereince (Chapter Four) . One of the problems that a pastor
immediately forsees in doing at least six sessions is that of time
management. If a pastor does six session with each couple and has ten
weddings a year, he or she is spending sixty sessions with coixples a
year. That number escalates as the number of weddings performed
increases. Often this comes down to a matter of priorities and the
number of sessions decrease. Is premarital counseling important enou^
to invest that kind of time in assisting the couple?
There are several ways of approaching this problem. One way
mentioned is for the pastor to have more than one coiiple to attend
sessions together. The other possibility is the training of laity to
deal with different sections of premarital counseling. For example the
pastor would have an accountant or business person share their
expertise money management and budget making. If the pastor sees
premarital preparation as an important part of his/Vier ministry, then
he/she will work out the time dilenma. IVtost Protestant pastors have
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moderate sized churches that enable them to plan time to spend vdth the
individual couple. The make-up to this approach differs from one
pastor to another. There are two approaches in this area that give an
idea of the make-up of the pastoral approach.
First is the Ifece approach or model, which is a three sessions
approach that has a great deal of flexibility, IVfeice recommends that
the pastor begins vdth separate interviews vdth the man and the woman,
Ifece vnrites that "in each of these Individual interviews, vMch
normally occupies an hour, I take a fairly full personal history.
Covering normally the following areas: family background} social
adjustment) educational developTienti sexual experiences; love
relationships; the presfflit relationship; physicsLl and mental
health. "(20) Follovdng these two intervievra, the couple comes together
to discuss the findings that are pertinent to their marriage. If there
are problem areas, then further sessions would be held. Mace's
approach has the task of coming to grips vdth the most effective ways
of marital adjiisting in the shortest possible time frame. The more the
couple differs the more there is a need for further sessions. Mace has
vwritten a book Getting Ready for Marriage that explains his procedures
more fully. (21)
One of the ingredients to Mauje's model is the post-wedding or
20. David R. Mace, "Education and Preparation For Ifarriage t New
Approaches, Pastoral Psychology. 24, Fall (1975) P� 14.
21. David R. Mace, Qettlnfc Ready For Ifarriaj^ (Nashville, Tem. i
Abingdon Press, 1972).
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follow-up session. Jfece explains in the Pastoral Psychology article i
In recent years I have adopted the practice of scheduling at
least one follow-up interview with the couple and have found
this to be very helpful. Ideally, I plan one interview three
months and another nine months after the marriage. (22)
As premarital preparation develops the post-wedding approach will
continue to grow in popularity and use. Later in this chapter there
will be further discussion on the post-wedding approach.
The Five to Seven Model
Another pastoral approach is one that spends five or more sessions
with the engaged couple. There are two manuals available throu^ most
Christian bookstores that describe this extensive premarital
preparation approach. Wright, in Premarital Counseling, and I^rrich, in
Three to Get Ready, have detailed programs in their books on premarital
counseling. There are a number of workbook-manuals for the engaged
couples. Two of those arei Growing ^Love .in Christian Marriage by Joan
and Richard Hunt, vMch is the official manual for the IMted Methodist
Church and Before You Say I Do by Roberts and Wright , vMch can be
used in conjunction with Wrist's Premarital Counseling. Wright and
Ejyrich use similar tools to assist them in presenting a program on
premarital preparation.
In this type of approach the pastor normally meets with the couple
in the first session to establish an understanding of the course.
22. Mace, p. l4.
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Also, this may be a time to administer inventories such as the
Taylor-Johnson Temperament Analysis, the Sex Knowledge Inventory or the
I/fcrers-Briggs 'Type Indicator. The pastor-counselor must be certified to
render the %ers-Briggs and the T-JTA profiles. The individuals take
the T-JTA en themselves and then on each other, vMch is called
criss-cross. The information derived from the perception of the
individuals helps the pastor-counselor evaluate the emotional
temperaments of the couple. The Wyers Briggs Indicator is a set of
questions that share how the couple looks at things and how they go
about deciding things. It determines their preferences in life. There
are altematives to the T-JTA if the pastor does not desire to be
certified, such as the Trait Factor Inventory (23). PREPARE and
PREPARE II, for couples v\*io were previously married is an excellent
tool that requires some training. Wri^t has the couple complete
PREPARE (PREterital Personal and Relationship Evaliiation) , which is an
instrument designed to assess the relationship of the couple. It is a
125-item that assesses that attitude and personal issues such as
conmunication, conflict resolution, sexual relationship, financial
management, religious orientation, family and friends, etc.
In the second session the pastor e3q)lores the results of the
inventories. Wright goes over the inventories with the individuals by
themselves before sharing the resiilts together. The pastor should
answer questions arxi explain the test or tests thorou^ily. It may be
necessary to sperA more time with one or the other, or both people
23. E^orich, pp. 52-57.
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after going over the test.
The next sessions cover the areas of coinnunications, in-laws and
family relations, sexuality and the decision to or not to have a
family, finances and a discussion on the theology of marriage. Most
pastors give assignments between sessions if they are investing this
amount of time in premarital preparation.
Session three builds from the information discovered in the
inventories. For example, Wri^t deals with the coi;rples expectations
of marriage and discusses information gathered throu^ the coniputer
read out of PREPARE. Ijyrich deals with role comparisons and
communication in vMch he uses the "Four Laws of Conmunication" taken
from E^ih. 4i25-32. If the coixple has some difficulty with
communications, an excellent tool that might be made available for the
couple to read is Wright's book on communication, Conmunicationi Key to
Your Marriage..
Session four primarily deals with the personal relationship of the
couple. Discussions on sex, family planning and in-laws. Questions
need to be asked conceming the relationship between the individual and
his/her perspective in-laws. Some helpful handouts can be given
conceming the relationship between the newlyweds and their per^spective
in-laws. Wri^t reconmends a questionnaire be given to the
parent-in-laws to be, to develop an underetanding of their
expectations, vAdch is shared with the couple. A copy of this
qiaestionnaire is found in Appendix D.
The second part of this session deals with sex. Sex is often
distorted ani misunderstood. Most couples have experienced a form of
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sex education from their higji school. Good premarital sex counseling
can prevent relational problems early in their marriage. The Sex
Knowledge Inventory is an objective instrument which can be used as a
springboard for profitable sex counseling. Another excellent tool is
for the couple to listen to the tapes by Dr. Edward Wheat, Sex
Technique and Sex Problems in Marriage vMch were mentioned in the last
chapter.
In session five, E|yrich continues the discussion on sex and birth
control, paying close attention to Wheat's tape. Wri^t, in the fifth
session, (E|yrich deals with this in the beginning of the fourth
session) has a discussion on money management. Pound in Appendix E are
copies of different handouts and homework assignments to facilitate a
discussion on money management. This may be an ideal time to bring in
a person that has expertise in the area of investments and money
management.
In the sixth session, J^orich discusses the spiritual side to
marriage and finally deals with specifics about the wedding ceremony
and etiquette. This is a time to make sure that specific rules
conceming the lase of the church are presented. E^yrich recommends that
no date be set for the wedding until after the engaged couple has
attended the premarital preparation sessions. During this last
session, the pastor and couple agree on a post-wedding visit and set
the date for it. E;yrich writes conceming the post-wedding interview!
"One of my criteria for agreeing to perform a wedding is a firm
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commitment to a post marital session. "(24) This is also a time to
encourage the coiiple to come back to see the pastor if they need help
in any area of their marriage.
The Post Wedding Approach
After premarital counselin^/preparation has been completed, all
the pastor has to do is give the vows at the wedding ceremony and
he/she is done. Right? The responsibility should not end at the altar
in church after the pastor pronounces the couple husband and wife. It
is important for the pastor to discuss the possibility of having at
least one or more sessions following the wedding during the next
year. (25) The post-wedding check-up is now becoming more accepted and
used among pastors. Pastors are finding that it is helpful to
establish the date at the final premarital counseling sessions.
There are two avenues in pursuing this approach. The one way of
doing a post-wedding approach is to schedule a set number of sessions
prior to the wedding and a set amount of sessions following the
wedding. This can be a very formal type session, or sessions done in
the church office. Or this can be an informal type session with the
pastor visiting at the couple's home, but both have the purpose of
discussing marital adjustment. The other avenue is one that is
primarily a post wedding approach. After meeting with the couple in
the first session the pastor schedules sessions for the couple
24. Enrich, p. 105
25. Robert F. Stahmann & Whi J. Hiebert, Premarital Counseling
(Lexlngtoni Lexington Books, I98O) p. 114.
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following their wedding. This latter approach has not had the print
that other approaches have.
An article by Claude A Guldner speaks to the post-wedding
alternative. He cites that premarital counseling has not had the
impact on the recipients, so he designed a study to test the results of
doing a post wedding approach. The program contracted with a group of
couples to participate in six sessions following their wedding. Twenty
three participated in this program. They began one group of seven
couples after one month of marriage. A group of ei^t couples started
three months after their wedding, and another ei^t coi^jles started
after six months of marriage. The study found that the co\;5)les wflio
participated after only a month were least ready to handle counseling.
Those that entered in the third and sixth month after their wedding
were open to look more honestly at their relationship. (26)
The advantage to the post-wedding approach is that it can focus on
some areas that cannot be discussed adequately without experiencing
them. Areas such as role expectations, conflict and problem solving,
the outside influences of friends and family, and sexual adjustment can
be discussed with open understanding. By the third, or at least by
their sixth month, most couples have experienced some difficulties in
their irEtrriages. By the sixth month most couples are willing to talk
about their feelings and are looking for ways of coping with some of
the problems.
26. Claude A. Guldner, "The Post-Maritali An Alternative to Pre-Marital
Counseling," The Pamilv Coordinator. (April, 1971), P� 115.
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Post-wedding session or sessions may become an essential part of
the pastoral approach to premarital preparation. The most accepted way
of doing the post wedding session is to have a set number of premarital
preparation sessions and then set a post-wedding session
approximately three to six months following the wedding. This session
should be flexible. It may enhance the discussion if the pastor visits
the couple in their home. E^rrich suggests that an observant
pastor-counselor can gain insists of marital adjustment by observing
in the home, and listening to the everyday conversation between the
couple. (27)
After socializing with the coi;5)le, the pastor should express
his/her desire to discuss their marital adjustment. The pastor oti^t
to have reviewed the notes that he/she had taken on the cov^jle before
meeting with them. The pastor should question both mates conceming
how they feel they are adjusting to one another. The pastor may ask
the couple to discuss any problems that they mi^t be having. The
pastor may reconmend that further counseling shoxiM be considered.
E^rrich pieced together suggestions of Christian medical doctors and
devised the following check-up schedule for couples that a pastor
marries.
A tri-monthly session during the first year of marriage.
A check-up session after the third anniversary.
A check-up session 6 to 12 weeks after the birth of each
child. (28)
A schedule like this is certainly ambitious. It may be feasible
27. Enrich, p. 106.
28. E;yrich, p. IO6.
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by a multi-staffed church or with an active lay ministzy. Another
possibility woiold be if the check-ixp sessions were done with a group of
couples who were married around the same time. The post wedding
approach has a great deal of merit.
The Group Encounter Approach
The groiip encounter emerged from marriage weekends that have been
very successful. Many of these weekend approaches are available
throu^ the local churches, and/or denominations. The example studied
in this research was the Eiigaged Qicounter offered and endorsed by the
IMted Methodist Church. This program is affiliated with Worldwide
IVfetrriage Ihcounter, viMch has its roots in the Roman Catholic Marriage
and Engaged Encounter Programs. The Engaged Ehcounter promotional
material describes the event this wayi "This weekend is presented "by a
young married coxqjle, a senior couple and a clergy couple thus
combining peer-relatedness, maturity and spirituality to this "in
depth" program that leads couples to decisions that will affect the
rest of their lives. "(29)
Throughout the weekend twenty presentations are given with time
for couples to reflect on each of the ijresentations and the questions
that are given for discussion. The couples are to share openly and
honestly together. Some of the topics shared arei
29. Clergy Precis, Biaaged Byounter IMted Methodist (Tuscont
Engaged Ehcounter, n.d. ) , Cover.
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finances
sexuality
church
attitvdes
careers friendship
budgeting
differences
daily life
feeling
death and loses
family planning
God
in-laws
limitations (30)
The program is designed to encourage honesty and openness as
coiiples share privately. The weekend begins on Friday and ends Sunday
mid-afternoon. It is designed for engaged couples ^^o are to be
married within the next year. The couples will receive practical
advice about marriage and explore God's design for marriage.
In the "Clergy Precis" there is a section that explains the work
of the local pastor. It sayst "Bigaged Ehcounter" is not intended to
eliminate a pastor's role in counseling, but to enhance it and aid in
developing an open and trusting relationship with the pastor and the
Christian conmunity. "(3I) The group encounter approach is becoming
moire available, and an offer that is a viable alternative to premarital
preparation by the local pastor.
Material in the field of premarital preparation is available for
the local pastor if he/she is interested in developing a program for
the church. The material is constantly being updated so that it
remains relevant to the marriages of today.
To do a valid program, the pastor must be willing to invest time
in developing a worthwMle program. Second, the pastor must be willing
to spend time with the couple. The review of the material presented in
Sunmary
30. "Clengy Precis," p. 2.
31 "Clergy Precis," p. 2.
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this chapter is for the benefit of those Interested in doing premarital
preparation. The material needs to be used in conjvmction vdth serious
preparation.
The trends that are evident in premarital preparation arei
1. The material on the market and available to clergy has followed
the needs vi*iich have come out of marital counseling. There has been a
response to the concerns raised in marital counseling in premarital
counseling/preparation. The areas covered in the content section give
evidence that there is a sensitivity to developing a program that
prepares a couple for marriage and the troubles that may occur.
2. The use of inventories and predeveloped programs are becoming
more prevelant and accepted. The new programs and inventories are
being adapted and used by pastors.
3. The varied approaches give evidence that premarital preparation
is an important part of the church's ministry. The church is
developing ways to assist the couple in creating a Christian marriage
that is happy and fulfilled. These approaches are a means of better
equipping the covtple in attaining a good marriage.
4. The approaches vary from meeting the couple for a few times to
meeting vdth the couple five or six times. The approaches, other than
the group encounter, see the need to meet vdth the couple foUowing the
wedding to do some sort of check-up.
5, PrenHritsil counseling is an important facet of the pastoral
ministry and must not be ignored. It is beneficial to the marriages of
tomorrow, and must be taken seriously.
CHAPTER SIX
A Bilateral Approach to Premarital Preparation
After examining the trends of premarital preparation it is evident
that pastors are concerned about better marriages. This chapter will
share two approaches of a pastor v^o is concerned about marriages i the
first approach is a program developed by the author for teenagers, as
the contextual project, and the second approach is the approach used by
the author with the engaged couple.
The Adolescence Approach
Adolscence is a fri^tening, bewildering, exciting and chaotic
time that a person goes throu^. Adolescence is a phenomenon of the
twentieth century that only occurs in industrial societies v*iere the
age of economic independence and marriage is delayed past puberty. (1)
Adolescence does not occur in preliterate and agrarian ciiltures.
Adolescense mi^t best be described as a creation of the American
culture.
A program for adolescents must be sensitive to their needs and
1. Kevin Leman, Smart Girls Don't and Guys Don't Either (Ventura:
Regal Books, 1982), p. 7-
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must be willing to understand v*iere they are in their lives. The
chixrch must take the first step in entering the private world of
adolescents. It is important for the church to have a spirit of
cooperation. The church also must have a spirit of equality. The
church needs to be open so that the teens will be heard.
This section will present an outline of a program that was
developed by the author for the contextual project at Asbury
Theological Seminary as a partial fulfillment of the Doctor of Ministry
Degree. This particular program can be adapted to the local church's
youth fellowship over a period of a few months or can be adapted for a
weekend retreat. A schedule for a weekend retreat will be included in
this chapter.
Parents' Meeting
When this program is presented in the local church it is advisable
to have a meeting with the parents of the teenagers. At the time of
this meeting the youth may have a normal youth fellowship meeting or
they iray take the Taylor-Johnson Temperment Analysis Profile for hi^
school students. The T-JTA shoiild be used only on the older hi^
school students. A letter to the youth's parents is sent out to
explain the program and invite them to the first session.
At this meeting a challenge should be given to the parents to
remember their teen years. During this session there is a description
given about the characteristics of being a teenager. It is helpful to
keep this session humorous, since there is a good possibility that
parents and the teenagers are presently experiencing some relational
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difficulties.
Adolescence is divided into three periods. Early adolescence
begins around ten or eleven years old and continues throu^ junior hi^
school. The onset of adolescence has been arriving earlier and earlier
in the life of a youth. Girls and boys are developing quicker and
qxiicker with the first menstruatiai and first emission of semen coming
at an earlier age. This is a period of awtowardness, self consciousness
and dissatisfaction with physical appearances.
Middle adolecence has fewer drastic physical changes, but it is a
time of adapting for the teenager to his or her new identity. Peer
pressure increases and desire to be accepted plays great importance in
the youth's actions. It is time when communication begins to be
strained at home. There are three great influences during this periods
sex, drugs/alcohol and cars.
Later adolescence are those days following graduation from hi^
school. The main task of a young person now is to move into the adult
society. Questions of the future are being answered, like career
choices or the decision to go for further education. This is also a
time to find a mate for the future years.
Time also should be spent in a discussion on dating. Dating is an
important part of growing-up, but it is also very traumatic. A
discussion format mi^t be fruitful at this point in talking out ideas
of when and \N*iat kind of dates are acceptable to the parents and the
youth. Teenagers need guidelines, and it is good for the parents and
the teenager to work out those guidelines together.
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A disciission may occur conceming how parents obtain respect. It
is the opinion of the author that this must be done earlier than in the
teen years, but the most helpful tool for the parents is to keep open
coranunications. A useful handout is Dr Lemans* "Twenty Steps to Keep
Open Communications With your Teenager." Another handout from Leman is
"A Teaiager's Ten Commandments to Parents." A copy of these handouts
is fovmd in Appendix D.
The parental session ou^t to close with a sunmary of v\*iat has
been discussed and a reminder of some of the key aspects of
understanding a teenager. Parents need to love their children
unconditionally. If parents love their children unconditionally then
their children are going to feel good about themselves. A teenager
needs parents v^ose marital relationship is one of stability, respect,
love and good conmunication.
First Session - Self-Confidence
The first session with the youth deals with their self-esteem.
Most youth struggle with confidence and esteem. Jfeny youth evaluate
themselves through the eyes of other youth. It is a struggle for those
that are not real popular to feel great about themselves.
The leader needs to give the youth a handle on understanding how
their self-esteem is formed. A rather unfair value system has been
set-up by the youth of today. Even thoiJ^ it is not written, youth
evaluate other youth in three categories! appearance, performance, and
status.
Puberty plays cruel tricks on youth \s*ien it comes to appearance.
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A youth can go to bed one night with a clear face and the next morning
can have a face full of pimples. There are few perfect "ten's" in a
world of mediocre people and yet that is vtot many youth strive to be.
School creates a sense of worth or the lack of worth by how well you
perform. We divide students by their athletic abilities and their
academic achievanents. The better you are the hi^er you rise in the
social ladder of acceptance. Also, youth evaluate each other by their
status. Even the kind of clothes you wear determines the acceptance of
a person.
A good self concept is essential for the well being of a teen. It
is the foundation of having good realationships with people, including
a spouse in the future. If a youth develops a negative self-image, or
if the youth is denied a positive self-image long enou^, that youth
will react. A possible reaction to that state is withdrawal. Scane
youth clinib into a shell and never come out for fear of being rejected
by their peers. Another reaction is that of fitting back to
compensate for their lack of popularity. If they are unable to be
accepted as an athlete they may excel in academics. Some youth will
work very hard in one area to over-compensate for their failure in
another area. Other youth make their low self-concept a joke, clowning
around about their inadequacies. They become the class clown and the
laughter is at their own cost. Others conform to the masses. They try
to fit in even if they are uncomfortable with that type of behavior.
Another reaction is escaping in drugs or alcohol, so that they may be
numb to the fact of their low self-esteem.
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This session is to assist the youth in their struggle for a
healthy self-esteem. After helping them understand their feelings, the
leader may have a discussion on cairistian perspective on life. The
love of God found in His Son, Christ, is an expression of God's love.
His love is a sign of worth. The message ou^t to include the
opportunity for the youth to accept the gift of salvation.
There are a nianber of simulation games and exercises that mi^t be
used in this section. To kick off a discussion about self-esteem, ask
the youth to write down a person that they would most like to model
their life after. Then ask the following questions:
1. What are the most iinportant characteristics of your model?
2. Does Christianity have any contemporaries you would like
as a model?
3. Do your models affect your life? If so, how?
Another simulation game comes from The Youth Ministry Leader's
T.ihrary, v\*iich shows the results of discrimination on people. (2) This
is an excellent tool for a retreat setting. A picture can be handed
out that has two figures on it, depending on how a person perceives it
(Appendix D).
A lesson on self-esteem sets the stage for the rest of the
sessions. A healthy concept is impoirtant for interpersonal
relationships. The remaining material builds on having a healthy
self-esteem.
2. Retreats Youth Ministry Leader's Library (Hi^ Point: Nido Quibein
& Associates, Inc., 1980} p. I?.
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Second Session - Dating
A youth needs to think through the reasons for dating. Dating is
not just a social practice that youth must go throu^ to eventually
find a mate to many. A teenager needs to think through the reasons
vUny he/she is dating. What is the purpose for dating?
A discussion on the purpose of dating should have input by the
jrouth and not just a lectxjre on dating. The author normally kicks this
session off with a skit about kissing. It is called the "Hobby Game."
The leader has three volunteers leave the room and
direct the rest of the youth to remember that for every
question asked about the person's hobby that they are to
think their hobby is kissing. The leader has the three
volunteers retvim and asks them to think of their hobby.
Then the leader asks about ten questions conceming their
hobbies. Some examples of these questions arei
When did you first learn to do your hobby? Where do you
do or perform your hobby? What sound does yowr hobby make?
The leader should talk about the purpose of dating. Dating' s
initial purpose is for socialization. Dating is a way of helping a
person develop interpersonal relationships, comnunications skills and
an understanding of their personality traits. Dating serves to
cultivate and sharpen a person's ability to recognize the
characteristics and personalities vi*iich best mesh with their own.
The questim of whom a person should date is one of the most
crucial issues that needs attention. An examination of II Cor. 6i 14-15
can be used as a discussion starter. As a Christian Paul directs the
young person not to be in relationship with a non-Christian.
Dating should be examined from a positive stance instead of
anphasizing vAvat a youth should not do on a date. The author believes
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that a positive approach anphasizing consnunication skills, friendship,
being ones self and learning how to say no to your physical and
emotional desires need to be covered.
There needs to be a time spent on setting standards for dating. A
standard of how far a person will go sexually or physically with their
date should be set before a person ever starts dating. The Apostle
Paul writes in I Cor. 7tl thati "...it is good for a man not to touch a
woman." The word "touch" refers to the igniting of ones' passions.
The leader should remind the youth of the standards that have been set
or are going to be set and stick to them. The leader needs to help the
youth realize that loving someone of the opposite sex does not mean
that you have to be physical with that person. A further disci;ission of
this will be made in another section.
Third Session - Love
The word love has been used for many other words, including sexual
intimacy, and yet is a very difficult word to define. The best
definition that the author has found and used in this program comes
from Josh McDowell's tape on Maximum Love. (3) He takes the word love
and defines it as "love if," "love because of," and "love, period."
This tape is in a three set tape that is an excellent resource tool.
3. Josh McDowell, Maximum Love, cassette, (Lubbock t Liberation Tapes,
1983). Ifey be ordered throu^ Liberation Tapes, P.O. Box 6o44,
Lubbock, Texas, 79^13 J 800-858-4621.
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The author takes McDowell's concepts and develops a discvission on
these three types of love. Time is given to discussing practical ways
of expressing love to caie another.
Fourth Session - Responsible Sexuality
Most teenagers by the time they reach their seventeenth birthday
have had aniple opportunity to engage in sexual intercourse. In many
ways the church has not responded to this new sexual freedom with
candor and openness. The church has either made no response or the
response that it has made has been one of chastisement with a lack of
understanding. A possible reason for a lack of response is that the
church does not feel comfortable discussing something as intimate as
sexuality with teenagers. The church has allowed the public school
system to do the job of training their children on the issue of
sexuality. The church, on the other hand, needs to be careful that it
does not come across with puritanical or stem description of
sexuality. The church needs to leam how to conmunicate the principles
of the Scripture in a way that is less stem and more appealing.
The author's attanpt in this section is to create a desire on the
part of the youth to wait until marriage to have sexual intercourse.
Sex cannot be tried out. This section presents a number of reasons for
waiting until marriage i but the main reason presented is that God
designed that sexual intercourse for marriage. A handout mi^t be
appropriate during this discussion. H. Nonnan WrigJit has an excellent
suranaiy for youth and young adults on the reasons for waiting until
marriage before having sex. A copy of this is found in Appendix D.
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A tool for a discussion starter is the story called The Island
Affair, found in \fay-Out Ideas For Youth Groups. (4) This has the
youth evalviate the actions of a group of people on two islands. The
story has two lovers viho are separated by shark infested waters, and it
shows how they get together. It is a discussion on morality and helps
a young person look at the plight of casual sex.
Fifth Session - Christian .Marriage
This session examines God's design for marriage in the Bible.
Kferriage has more to it than two people coming together for sex. So
often youth have a limited understanding of marriage. The author
offers his theology of marriage to the youth. Each pastor needs to
develop his/her own theology of marriage so that a sharing of it can be
done with the youth. It is important to be able to answer questions
that mi^t arise. The jareconceived ideas of marriage that the youth
have is from the example that they see at home.
Retreat Setting for the Adolescent .Rrogram
This program can be used in a weekend retreat setting for the
local church or for a district wide retreat. An outline of how this
mi^t be accoinplished follows. There is a tendency to use a more
4. Mike Yaconelli & Wayne Rice, eds., "The Island Affair" in
Vfe>y-Out Ideas For Youth Groups (Grand Rapids: Zondervan Pub. House,
1971). PP 82-b4.
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lecture type forroat in a retreat setting; the author advises that the
lai^ groiip be broken down into grovtps of ten for discussion and
interaction \^enever possible.
Schedule for a District-Wide Retreat
Friday Nigjit
7 J 00 - 8�00 - Registration and room assignments.
8:15 - 9�00 - Organized games which assist youth in getting to
know one another.
9:15 - 10:30 - Session One - Self Esteem
Forty-five minutes should be spent in small
groups using material from Serindipity on
Self-Confidence(5) or use material appropriate
for discussion on self-esteem. At the close
of the session the resource person needs to
address the youth on Christ-centered self-esteem.
10:30 Snack
11:00 - 11:45 Aftei^glow - A time to sing and discuss with
the resource person and the counselor, an
informal rap session (elective).
Breakfast
Session Two - Dating
Open the session with groiip singing.
This migjit be a good time to do the "Kdbliy Game."
Following the "Hobby Game" the resource person
speaks on the purpose of dating. Following
the presentation have the youth break up
into small groups for a discussion on dating.
Saturday
8:00 - 8:30
9:00 - 10:15
5. Ijyman Coleman, "Self-Confidence."in Qicylopedia Of Serendipity
(Littleton, Co., Serendipity House, 198O) pp. 140-141
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lliOO - 12i00 Free time
12 1 15 Lunch
I1I5 - 2il5 Sessicai Three - Love
Opening with group singing.
Then break up into small groves for fifteen
minutes to discuss ways of showing love.
Resoiarce leader presents the concept of love.
Josh McDowell's three loves are useful for
this session.
2 1 30 - 3�30 Planned recreatioi - for example, the groi^ game
Pony Express.
3r30 - 5j30 Free Time
5�30 Dinner
7 I00 - 9tOO Concert
9 J 15 - 10t30 Fourth Session - Responsible Sexuality
The first half an hour spent in small groiips
discxissing the "Island Affair."
The resource leader then presents a talk on
responsible sex. This session should express
the reasons for abstaining from sexual
intercourse until marriage.
10:30 - 11:00 Snack
11:00 - 12:00 After^ow
Sunday
8:00 Breakfast
9:00 - 10:00 Fifth Session - Christian Marriage
This session examines God's design for
marriage.
10:30 - 10:45 Worship with the Lord's Supper
11:00 -12:00 Rootb cleaned and clothes packed - free time.
12:00 Lunch
12:30 Friendship Circle and closing prayers.
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The Bnaaged ATTproach
A second approach to premarital preparation deals directly with
the engaged couple. Eigagement is a time for discovering and a time of
preparing. Many couples soon after becoming engaged begin to plan for
their wedding. If the date for their wedding is within the year most
coiiples will contact the church to see if the pastor and the sanctuary
are available. It is at this time that a pastor may inform a couple
that premarital preparation or counseling is requested or required.
The author requires an engaged couple to attend premarital counseling
sessions before he will perform the wedding. Many of the material that
the author uses have been discussed in the previous chapters.
Following is an outline of the program that the author uses with the
coiQ)le.
First and SeconA Sessions
The first session is for developing a rapport with the pastor and
the engaged coiiple. It is a time too for exchanging ideas conceming
the wedding and a time to go over known plans for the wedding. At this
time the pastor needs to explain v*iat will occur in the following
sessions. This session can be very informal and should hopefully make
the couple at ease with meeting the pastor. A form will be filled out
by the pastor asking about the wedding and their plans. A copy of that
form is found in Appendix E.
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The second session is for the purpose of taking the !teylor-Johnson
Tengjennent Analysis and the %ers-Briggs Type Indicator. It has been
the finding of this author that it is better to take the T-JTA under
the supervision of the pastor. If a pastor has a number of weddings to
perform it is wise to have all the couples ccane and take the test
together. The second session may be combined with the first session if
the time between the sessions and the wedding is shorter than three
months.
Session Three
Session three is devoted to examining the results of the T-JTA and
the r^rs Briggs Indicator. This can be a fruitful opportunity for the
couple if they remain open to the results of the inventories. The
inventories may bring to the surface some areas that need further
attention. If there are patterns that need to be worked on this is the
time to discuss ways of improving that behavior. There may be times
that the pastor deems it necessary to meet with a person on a one to
OTie basis for further covmseling.
At the close pf session three home work assignments are handed out
to the couple for the next session. The couple are given the following
homework assignments that should be handed back to the pastor before
session fourt
1. History of Your Relationship
2. Definition of Iferriage and Love
3. Your Role Concepts Ccanparison
4. What Is Your Opinion
(copies found in Appendix E)
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Sessicai Four
Session four goes over the hcsnework assignments that were given
out at the prior session. Spend time looking at the role comparisons
and v>hat their opinions are conceming values. After discussing these
con^arisons have the couple define marriage ani have them explain why
they are coming to church to be married. Why is the church important
to them? The pastor then shares his or her theology of marriage.
Hcanework assignment for the next session is handed out. It
includes :
1. Finances Questionaire
2. You Paid How Much For That
3. Your First Year Budget
(copeies founi in Appendix E)
Session Five
In the first half of this session the pastor and couple discuss
the homework assignment and other questions conceming finances. If
you have a financial investor in the church it may even be good to have
that person ccane in and explain good financial management.
The second half of this session deals with conmunication. The
pastor has been observing how the coixple conmunicates for the last four
and a half sessions and therefore may be able to share some insights
that he or she mi^t have. A game that might be useful is to have a
couple sit back to back on the floor and give each person the same
identical Legoes. Have one person giving directions and the other
building what their partner to be is building. All the person
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receiving the information can say isi "Yes, I imderstand" or "No, I do
not understand." This is a good ice breaker for a discussion on good
comnunications. This discussion may include vi*iy communications
break-down and how to have better comnunication especially, in
conflict.
The homework assignment for the next session is to listen to the
cassette tape by Ed Wheat "Sex Technique and Sex Problems in Marriage."
Session Six
Session six discusses the tape by Dr. Wheat and other information
that the pastor might feel iniportant for coxq)le conceming sexuality.
The pastor needs to be willing to discuss this topic openly without
CTibarrassment.
This is the last session with the couple before the rehearsal; so
it is good to go over the plans that have been made and check viho is
responsible for the different tasks. A time ou^t to be set for the
couples follow up visit three months after the wedding. The author has
found that it is good to set this date now even thovigji it may need to
be changed.
It is appropriate to close in prayer for the final session. The
pastor nay feel it is appropriate to close in prayer at each session.
This is up to the discretion of the pastor.
Follow-Up Session
The author reconmends that the pastor set a time at the last
premarital session for the three of them to get together three to six
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months following the wedding. It may be good to set up a time to meet
in the newly weds home. Another way is to have the covrple over for
dessert and an informal discussion on how the first months of marriage
are going. This is a time for the couple to discuss any possible
problems that mi^t be occurring.
Summary
Premarital preparation needs to begin at a much earlier age than
v\*ien a couple decides to marry. In fact, it begins in the home as a
child watches the example of his or her parents. The positive and
negative experiences are both brou^t with a couple as they enter into
their own marriage. This is vihy it is important to teach about
Christian marriage to the church's children early on.
The teaching process can begin with teenagers. An approach needs
to be developed to conmmicate essential areas before a young person
becomes seriously involved in dating. Whether the program mentioned
earlier is followed or another program that a pastor or denomination
develops, it is important for the youth to have a Christian perspective
on dating and marriage.
The pastor secondly needs to be sensitive to needs of his
congregation in developing a program for cov5)les viho plan on marrying.
A program that is suitable for discussicn and dialogue is the most
useful and successful. In this particular chapter the author has
compiled a variety of programs to meet the needs of his congregation
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and his style of ministry. A couple needs to be searching during their
engagement period. Pranarital counseling ou^t to be an instrument in
that journey toward having a fulfilling Christian marriage.
CHAPTER SEVEN
Sunmaiy
The author was led to study the topic of premarital preparation by
doing marital counseling and seeing how ill-prepared couples were in
getting married. Therefore, the purpose of this study, as stated
initially, was to identify the formats and topics covered in premarital
preparation.
The methodology of this study had two parts. Evidence for this
study was compiled throu^ two surveys? one of a selected group of
pastors and second a survey of selected laity that provided valuable
information. The second method was a review of literature that
collaberated with the material gathered throu^ the surveys to identify
and define the principle characteristics and approaches in Christian
premarital preparation.
Premarital preparation, a preventive approach, has emerged as a
valuable answer to problems facing our marriages today. This st\jdy
provides interested pastors with a resource for premarital preparation.
Premarital preparation is not an alternative but rather a supplement to
marriage counseling. The church has much to offer in assisting couples
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and families in having worthwMle marriages and prenarital prepartion
is just one avenue that can be offered by the church.
A sunmary of this study includes the following:
The church must be prepared to conmunicate what a Christian
marriage is in the twentieth century. A theology of marriage is
essential for assisting any coiiple in marriage, v\*iether in marriage
counseling or premarital counseling.
Each pastor needs to develop a theology of marriage that is
biblically sound and theologically relevant. It is essential that
church communicate to the youth and young adults such a theology.
Iferriage is not an institution, but rather a three way covenant
relationship between the couple and God. A biblically relevant
theology of marriage should be centered around mutual allegiance toward
one another. This theology is vibat makes Christian premarital
preparation different than its secular counterpart. All areas of
premarital preparation should be permeated with this theology.
The review of literature and the compiled data from the surveys
identify and define the characteristics of premarital preparation. The
basic characteristics of premarital preparation discovered in this
study are:
1. Pastors are willing to invest more time and energy receiving
additional training in the area of premarital counseling. With this
training pastors are requesting and or requiring more sessions or time
with the engaged couple so as to discuss their readiness for marriage.
2. A majority of pastors spend at least three or more sessions
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with the engaged couple. Jfeny pastors have not limited their sessions
to pre-wedding but are requesting the couple to participate in a
post-wedding session or sessions.
3. Premarital preparation has become a tool to examine the
readiness of the couple for marriage. Premarital preparation has
developed instruments to assist the couple in examining their readiness
for marriage. Tools such as T-JTA or the The Premarriage Awareness
Inventory are now being vised by the clergy as ways of assisting the
couple in evaluating their compatibility. In the past premarital
counseling was more for the purpose of planning the wedding and
discussing any areas that a pastor felt a need to discuss with the
couple .
4. The areas that are discussed and examined by the couple have
come from marriage counseling. The results of troubled marriages have
led to the development of a preventive approach in areas that marriage
counseling has been addressing and now premarital counseling is
addressing. For example, a premarital preparation course for the
engaged couple will examine the areas of sexual adjustment, finances
and budget maldng, comnunicaticn techniques, compatibility and other
related areas in marriage.
5, Premarital preparation is not being limited to the engaged
covQjle, but it has broadened its boundaries to include the youth and
single young adults of the church.
New approaches, such as group encounters, and new ways of dealing
with content areas, like tapes and videos conceming marriage, will
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continue to be developed as long as pastors are open for new training
and covtples are serious about their vows they make to one another. It
is the task of the church and the pastor to assist the youth in
developing Christian relationships. The church needs to continue to
help covrples in developing v*iolesome, healthy Christian marriages.
APPENDIX A
PREMARITAL COUNSELING SURVEY - PASTORS
I am presently involved in compiling information toward a disser
tation concerning premarital counseling for a Doctor of Ministry Degree
at Asbury Theological Seminary and would deeply appreciate your help in
this project. This dissertation will identify, define, and evaluate the
characteristics of Christian premarital counseling or preparation. You
could aid me greatly by spending a few moments filling out this survey
and giving it back to me or sending it back to me. If you desire infor
mation on the results of this survey, please contact Rev. Jay P- Cook,
Box 336, Dayton, PA 16222; office phone (814) 257-8951.
Thank you ,
ly P. Cook
1. Denomination
2. Your age
3. No. of years in the ministry
4. No. of years in present Pastorate
5. How many weddings do you perform a year, on the average?
6. Do you meet with the engaged couple prior to the wedding? YES NO
7. Do you do premarital counseling? YES NO
a. If so, how many sessions do you have with the couple?
b. Do you have a set course or teaching series? YES NO
c. Do you use an already prepared aid, such as a denominational course?
YES NO
d. If yes, what course do you use?
e. Do you use inventories and testing tools, example is the
Taylor-Johnson Temperament Analysis. . YES NO
If yes, what inventory or test do you use?
8. How long have you been doing premarital counseling?
9. Have you changed the program during those years? YES_ NO
If so, share briefly some of those changes such as materials,
methods, and frequency.
10. What special emphasis do you cover with Engaged couples during
these sessions? (for example communication skills)
11. Cite one or two important values that you see in your program.
12. In your honest opinion, is what you do valuable? Explain.
13. Any other information that you wish to share would be helpful.
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APPENDIX B
PREMARITAL COUNSELING SURVEY - LAITY
Male Female Today's Date
1. What church are you affiliated with
2. Your date of marriage
3. How many years have you been married
4. Your age when married
5. Are you presently Married
Divorced
6. Your present age
7. Have you ever been divorced
8. If so, are you remarried
9. Were you married in a Church? YES NO If not, by whom
were you married (example: Justice of the Peace)?
If yes, what was the approximate age of the Pastor? 20-30
30-40 ; 40-50 ; 50 and up
10. Have you ever participated in Premarital Counseling or Preparation?
YES NO
a. If yes, how many sessions did you attend?
b. What topics were discussed during these sessions? (example:
Finances, Communications, etc.)
Widowed
Single Parent
c. Were these sessions mandatory? YES NO
d. Were these sessions helpful or worthwhile? YES NO
Explain
11. Whether you had Premarital Counseling or not do you feel that having
sessions with a pastor before marriage is beneficial? YES NO
12. Would recommend that your children attend Premarital Preparation or
Counseling YES NO Explain
13. What topics do you feel should be covered in Premarital Counseling
sessions?
APPENDIX C
TABLES
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TABLE 1
PREMARITAL PREPARATION CONTENT IN
RELATIONSHIP TO THE NUMBER OF SESSIONS
CONTENT AREAS 1-2 Sess . 3-4 Sess. 5-6 Sess . Total Response
NO. POT. NO. POT. NO. PCT. NO. PCT.
1. Psych. Tests 2 5 .26 10 17. 78 5 71. 43 17 17. 70
2. Theol of Marriage 5 13 . 16 7 15. 56 1 14. 29 13 14. 44
3. Family Background 3 7 . 89 5 11. 11 2 28. 57 10 11. 11
4. Compatibility 4 10 . 53 14 31. 11 1 14 . 29 19 21. 11
5. Sex 13 34 .21 17 37. 78 6 85. 71 36 40. 00
6. Family Planning 7 18 .42 6 13. 33 1 14. 29 14 15. 56
7 Defn. of Love 4 10 . 53 3 6. 67 2 28. 57 9 10. 00
8. In-Laws 5 13 . 16 9 20. 00 3 42. 86 17 18. 89
9. Communications 19 50 . 00 24 53. 33 5 71. 43 48 53. 33
10. Marital Adjustment 10 26 . 32 18 40. 00 4 57. 14 32 35. 56
11. Finances 14 36 . 84 24 53. 33 5 71. 43 43 47. 78
12. Wedding Plans 3 7 .89 5 11. 11 2 28. 57 10 11. 11
13. Roles Male/Female 3 7,.89 5 11. 11 2 28. 57 10 11. 11
14. Religion 3 7,.89 5 11. 11 3 42. 86 11 12. 22
15. Virginity God's Exp 0 0,.00 1 2 . 22 0 0. 00 1 1. 11
16. Premarital Sex 0 0.. 00 1 2 . 22 0 0. 00 1 1. 11
17. Career /Education 3 7..89 2 4 . 44 0 0. 00 5 5. 56
18. Politics 1 2.. 63 0. 0. 00 0 0. 00 1 1. 11
19. Spiritual Needs 16 42.,11 14 31. 11 1 14. 29 31 34. 44
20. Choices of Partners 2 5.,26 2 4 . 44 0 0. 00 4 4. 44
21. Common Interests 3 7.,89 3 6. 67 2 28. 57
8 8. 89
22. Conflict Management 4 10. 53 4 8. 89 1 14. 29 9. 10. 00
23. Divorce 0 0. 00
1 2 . 22 0 0. 00 1 1. 11
24. 6 mth Warranty 0 0. 00
1 2. 22 0 0. 00 1 1. 11
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l4o
I4l
The Islarxi Affair*
The two circles represent two islands surrounded by sharic infested
waters. As a result of a shipwreck only five survivors landed on the
islands.
A - teenage boy v^o is seperated frran his girlfriend.
C - the girlfriend viho is seperated frc�n her boyfriend, A.
B - another teeage boy viho is not aquainted with A.
D - Girlfriend's mother
E - older man viho is kind of a loner.
The situation is this: C loves A very much and visa-versa, but
there is one big problem. C can't get to A without a boat. This made
C very unhappy and one day while walking around the island she
discovered that E had just finished making a boat. Inmedaitely C asks
E to let her use the boat to get A but E refuses. "After 2lL1," he
reasons, "I have worked very hard and long to build this boat. % time
is worth something. Give roe all the money that you have I will let you
use the boat." Uhfortunately C doesn't have any money. E then offers
to let C vises the boat is she will make love to him. C asks for time
to think arxi asks her mother, D, for advice. Her mother says sanething
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like this, "I know how much you love A and I know it seeoe hopeless
that you'll ever see him agpin, but sometimes if we do v*iat we know is
wrong to get what we want, we end up losing v*at we wanted. I think it
would be best for you to wait and tum down E's offer. Something will
come along, I'm sure."
After many days of soul searching C decides to accept E's offer
and she makes love to E. E keeps his part of the bargain and rows C to
A's island. A and C are very happy and embrace and laugh and talk.
After a vMle, C sits down with A tells him of the hopeless situation
she was in. She coifeses that she made love to E but emphasizes that
it was because of her deep love for A. A is deepely hurt. He tries to
understand but after a long disciossion and thou^t tells C that
althou^ he loves her very much he could not continue their
relationship knowing that she loved another man. C tries to change his
mind but to no avail.
However, v*iile all this vnas going cm B was listening from behind
the bushes. When A finally departs B quickly comes to C's side and
tells her he does understans \^ she made love to E and would be
willing to accept her and love her in spite of ^lat she did. C accepts
and B and C go off together. (Ihd of Story)
Give each particiapant a piece of paper and pencil and have than
list the people in the story from the best to the worst using 1 as the
best and 5 as the worst. Their paper would look like thisi 1-A, 2-D,
3-E, etc. Have the papers handed in without names.
Discussion Questions i
The Girl (C)
1. Vaa she justified in v^t she did to get A?
2. Should she have accepted B 's proposal?
The Boy (A)
1. Should he have accepted C anyway since she loved him so
much?
2. Was his decison ri^t or wrong?
The Mother (D)
1. Yias her advice good or bad?
The Man (E)
1. Was v^t he did right or wrong?
The Other Bpy (B)
1. Why did he accept C?
? Ccoipiled Ity Mike Yaconelli and Wayne Rice in Wav-Out Ideas for Youth
Groups
1^3
Eamily CCTmunication Guidelines
Job 19�2| Proverbs I8i21j 25illj James 3�8-10; I Peter 3ilO
1. Be a ready listner and do not anser until the other person has
finished talldng. (Proverbs 18il3> James I1I9)
2. Be slow to speak. Think first. Don't be hasty in your words.
Speak in such a way that the other perse can understand and accept
viAiat you say. (Proverbs 15�23, 28> 21i23; 29i20j James It 19)
3. Speak the truth always, but do it in love. Do not exaggerate
(Ephesians 4il5, 25 � Colosians 3i9)
4. Do not use silence to frustrate the other person. Explain vfhy you
are hesitant to talk at this time.
5. Do not become involved in quarrels. It is possible to disagree
without quarreling. (Proverbs 17j14; 20:3; Rcanans IJtlJi Elphesians
4:31)
6. Do not respond in anger. Use a soft and kind response. (Proverbs
14:29; 15:11; 25:15; 29:llj Ephesians 4:26, 3I)
7. When you are in the wrong, admit and ask for forgiveness (James
5: 16). When someone confesses to you, tell hiiiv4ier you forgive
hijiv/her. Be sure that it is gforgotten and not brovight up to the
person. (Proverbs 17i19j Ephesians 4:32; Colosians 3:13; I Peter 4:8)
8. Avoid nagging. (Proverbs 10:19; 17:9)
9. Do not balme or criticize the other but resore hinvmer, encourage
hiVher and ediiy him/her. (Romans l4:13; Galatians 6:1; I Thesalonians
5:11). If someone verbally attacks, criticizes, or balmes you, do not
respond in the same manner. (Romans 12:17, 21; I Peter 2:23; 3:9)
10. Try to understand the other preson's opinion. Make allowances for
differences. Be concerned about their interests. (Phillipians 2:1-4;
Ephesians 4:2)
Taken frcxn Premarital Counseling by H. Norman Wri^t
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The Difference Beteeen Immature
Love and Mature Love
Immature Love
Love is born at first sight
and will conquer all.
Love demands exclusive
attention and devotion,
and Is Jealous of outsiders.
Love is characterized by
exploitation and direct
need gratification.
Love is built upon physical
attraction and sexual grati-
factlon. Sex often dom
inates the relationship.
Love is static and ego
centric. Change is sought
in the partner In order to
satisfy one's own needs and
desires .
Love is romanticized. The
couple does not face reality
or is frightened by it.
Mature Love
1. Love is. a developing rela
tionship and deepens with
reallsticallyi shared
experiences .
2. Love is built upon self-
acceptance and is shared
unselfishly with others.
3. Love seeks to aid and
strengthen the loved one
without striving for
recompense .
4. Love Includes sexual satis
faction, but not to the
exclusion of sharing in
other areas of life.
5. Love is growing and dev
eloping reality. Love
expands to include the
growth and creativity of
the loved one.
6. Love enhances reality and
makes the partners more
complete and adequate
persons .
Taken from Premarital Counseling by H. Norman Wright
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GOD'S WORDi WAIT UNTIL MARRIAGE
A. Both adultery (sexual intercourse between a mairied man and a
woman not hois wife, or between a marriaed woman and a man not her
husband) and fornication (sexual inteixourse between any two people not
married to each other) are condeoned in Scripture.
1. Adultery is prohibited expressly in the Ten Ccranandments
(Exod. 20il4) and is condenned in many other passages in the Old
Testament. ^See Gen. 20i3j Prov. 6i32-33� Jer. 5i7-8.)
2. Jesus repeated the conmandment prxshibiting adultery (Jfark
IO1I9) and even added that looking iipon a woman to lust after her
amounts to the comission of adultery with her in one's heart
(Ifett. 5 �27-28). He condenned both adultery arxi fornication in
Mark 7�20-23. (See also Mark 10� 11-12).
3. One of the few "essentials" that the apostles felt
necessary to touch upon in their letter to the Antioch Christians
was that abstain from fornication (Acts 15.28-29).
4. Paul speaks out strongly against sex outside of marraige
in many of his letters.
a. I Corintians 6 19-20. Paul warns us that those who
continue to practice fornication or adiiltery "shall not inherit
the kingdcan of God" (w. 9-10). He adds that "ovir bodies are not
for sexual imnorality, but for the Lord" (v. I3). Irxieed, oiir
bodies are "members of Christ" (v. I5) and "temples of the Holy
Spirit" v^o is in us (v. I9). Accordingly, we are to glorify God
in our bodies (v. 20) by fleeing sexual immorality (v. 18).
b. Galatians 5 � 19-21. Sexueil inmorality, impurity,
sensuality, and caroxasing are all included in Paul's list of
"deeds of the flesh, " the doers of vMch "shall not inherit the
kindan of God." We are to display the fruit of the Holy Spirit,
vMch includes love, patience, faithfulness, and self-control (w.
22-23).
c. Elphesians 5i3-12. Paul urges the Ephsians Christians
not to let sexaul imnorality or impurity "even be named" among
them (v. 3). Moreover, they are not to participate in the
"vmfruitful deeds os darkness," and they are to expose and reprove
them (v. 11).
d. See also Rotbtis 13:9� I Corinthians 5�9-ll. 10�8> H
Corinthians 12i21> Colosians 3�5-7j I Thessalonians 4tl-8j II
Timothy 2t22.
5. Other New Testament authors were eqially onphatic in
corxiemnation of sex ovrtside of marriage. Hebrews IJiki James
2flli II Peter 2�9-l6� Jude 7l Revelation 2i20-22, 9�21.
B. A biblical figure viho "fled" from sexual inmorality is Joseph
(see Gen. 39i7-12). His master's wife asked him repeatedly, day after
day, to lie with her, but Joseph refused each timet "How then could I
do this great evil, and sin agtinst God?" (v.9). One day v^hen he was
doing his work around the house, she cau^t him by his garment and
asked him again, toderstanding the serlovisness of this tanptation,
Joseph "left his garment in her hand and fled, and went outside" (v.
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12).
BENEFITS OF WAITHINS UNTIL MARRIAGEE
A. No guilt. God tells us to wait tntil marriage. Not viaiting
will create guilt that will hancper your realtionships with Him, with
your sexual partner, and with everyone else. ^ waiting you car know,
because God says so, that Jesus Christ smiles on your marriage bed.
B. No fear. Vfaiting insures that you will never have to be
afraid, not even to the extent of fleeting thou^t, of having to build
a marrige on an unexpected pregnancy.
C. No ccn^jarison. Waiting insures that you will never fall into
the devastating trap of comparing your spouse's sexual perfranance with
of a previous sexual partner.
D. Spiritual growth. On the positive side, waiting will help you
subject your physical drives to the lordship of Christ, and therby
develop your self-control, an important aspect of the fruit of the Holy
Spirit. Also, if you get married and are later seperated temporarily
(e.g., for a business trip), then this discipline early in your
relationship will give both of you the confidence and trust in each
other during that time of seperation.
E. Greater joy. Vfeiithing insures that there will be sanething
saved for your marraige relationship, for that first ni^t and for many
nights thereafter. The anticiapation of the fulfillment of your
relationship in sexual union is exciting. Don't spoil it by jvnnping
the gun.
HOW FAR SHALL WE GO BEFORE MARRIAGE?
Given our con\d.ctiOTi to refrain frcxn sexual intercourse until
narriage, the questicai remainsi How far shall we go, short of sexual
intercourse, before marriage.?
A. The answer to this question depends upon how far along you are
in your r^laticmship together (first date or engaged) and upon the
abilities to withstand the very strong temptation to have sexual
intercourse.
B. However, a general principle v*iich we feel applies to everyone
is the followingi That which has its natural end in sexual intercourse
should be held to your wedding night.
1. This means, at the very least, that heavy petting,
direct stimulation of each other's sexual origans, and mitual
masturbation should be out. Don't build xip your sexual drives and
desires to the point of no return, lest your physical relationship
beccxne a source of frustration rather that of joy for you.
2. This also means that you should not engage in any
physical activity which will build tip the other person's sexual
drives to the point of no return. In the ccaitext of a different
problen, that of eating certain types of food, Paul puts forth the
general eadiortation that we not do anything vMch causes our
brother (or sister) to stumble (see Rem. 12tl2, 21). Thus, both
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persons nust be sensitive to each other and must place the other's
spiritual health ahead of their own desire for physical
fulfillment now. When in doubt, don't! For "Ndiatever is not from
faith is sin" (Rem. I4t23). Pray, alone and together, about your
physical relaticnsship. If you can't visualize Jesus Christ
smiling at the two of you, the Ifoly Spirit may be uinging you to
pull back the reins a little, for the sake of your love for Lord
and each other.
C. This does not mean that the two of you are not going to relate
physically before marriage, nor does it mean thatyour sexual drives
will not increase as you do relate physically. And it certainly does
not mean that you will not want to go to bed with each other. But it
does mean that the two of you will make Jesus Christ the Lord of your
sexual life and that you are going to wait to the green li^t frem Him.
Taken fran Premarital Counseling by H. Norman Wri^t
APPENDIX E
PREMARITAL COUNSELING HANDOUTS
FOR THE ENGAGED COUPLE
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1^9
PRE-MARITAL INFORMATION
Bride Address
Myers Briggs Phone
Parents Living^ Age of Bride Date of Birth_
No. of Brothers No. of Sisters
Names: Names:
Groom Address
Myers Briggs Phone
Parents Living Age of Groom Date of Birth_
No. of Brothers No. of Sisters
Names Names:
Occupation of Groom Bride
Religious Affiliation Groom Bride
Address after Wedding Phone
Date of Wedding Tinte Place__
Best Man Maid /Matron of Honor_
Ushers Bridesmaids
Ring Bearer
Who will give the Bride away_
Florist
Bulletins Number
Double or single ring
Reception Place_
Rehearsal Date
Flower girl
Soloist
Photographer
Is the Church to do thera?_
Organist
Time
Time
Any special instructions
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History of Your Relationship
When did you first meet or how long have you known
each other?
When did you first start going together?
What strong points attract you to the other person?
(Name at least 3)
Have you decided to marry?
a. How confident are you about the wisdom of your
decision?
Very much so Pretty confident
Have some doubt Very unsure
b. What reactions have your parents had to your deci
sion?
Very positive Positive
Neutral Negative
Have you ever called off your plans to marry?
Yes No
If yes, please answer the following questions
a . When did this happen?
b. What was the cause?
c . How did you resolve the situation?
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What is your definition of marriage?
How were feelings of love, warmth and tenderness
shown in your home as you were growing up? How
would you like feelings of love, warmth and ten
derness shown to you in public and in your home?
What fears and concerns do you have about marriage?
List in writing 10 specific reasons why you want to
marry the other person?
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Conflict and Communications
An Exercise for Engaged Couples
All of us have times that we are involved in conflict
and because we are it is helpful for us to learn how to deal
conflict.
Onoe of the areasa that suffers during conflicts is
communications. Especially in marriage where there ;ls conflict
there is some difficulty in communications and visa versa.
If there are a number of couples at this session you may be able
to do the first exercise.
Exercise One: Five Squares - Each envelope contains pieces
of paper for forming squares. Your task is to form five
squares of equal size. The task will not be completed until
each indivldaul has before him/her a perfect square of the same
size of all the others. Specific instructions include:
a. No member may speak.
b. No member may ask for a piece of paper or in any way
signal for a piece of paper from another participant.
c. But members may give pieces to other members of the
group.
Exercise Two: Communication Blocks - Two persons sit on the
floor back to back, each with the same number and kinds of
blocks. One person bulds whatever he/she desires and at the
same time tells his/her partner how to build whats in front
of him/her. The object is for both people to have the "projects"
the same when they are finished.
The only rule is that the reciever of the communications
concerning the design cannot ask questions but only respond:
"Yes, I understand your instructions" or "No, I do not under-
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stand your instructions."
Communication
Obstacles to Listening
1. Defenslveness is a fairly common problem in family
conflicts. These conflicts can be called "duelogues" rather
than dialogues.
- Each person is busy thinking up an effective way
of shooting down the other person.
- Some individuals resort to meek agreement or silence.
Inside, however, he/ she might carry on a personal conversation,
denying what the speaker is saying, and justifying his/her
own stand.
2. Interrupting is a learned habit. It may be stimulated
by our impatience with others.
3. A Speaker's Problem of talking far to long. A person
may become so enthusiastic that they dominate the conversation.
k. Overcrowded Thinking is when a person has alot on
their mind and has a hard time listening to the other person.
- Internal distractions like thoughts, worries or maybe
a disturbing comment.
- External distractions like the radio or TV.
5. Over Tiredness can block good communication.
6. There are individuals that turn you off when you hear
them speak. Myron Cope (local Pittsburgh Sportscaster ) might
do that to you. Ethnic biases might have the same effect.
Five Ways to Remove Listening Obstacles
1. Identify the obstacle: What is the specific obstacle
that hinders me from listening?
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2. Identify who controls the obstacle. Is it you the
listener or is is is the person speaking?
3. Determine the level of commitment that you have in being
committed to listening. Do I really want to be a better
listener?
4. Develop a sensitivty to defeating the situation. If
I know that I do not like to be disturbed at a particular time
then I have to prepare myself to listen to the person or if
I have a difficult time with a person then I need to be sensitive
to that fact and work harder at listening.
5. Work out a practical plan. Usually there is some
practical steps to move from an obstacle to an opportunity.
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What is Your Opinion?
Agree Disagree
1. It is all right to modify the truth
to avoid unpleasantness in the home.
2. An argument is a destructive force
in married life.
3. Quarreling is always wrong for a
Christian couple even though in
sights are gained thereby.
4. Every couple should have friends with
whom they can talk over their marital
problems and adjustments.
5- The wisest course to take when an argu
ment seems to be developing is to re
main silent or leave the room.
6. When a Christian couple are at an im
passe in their discussion or communi
cation, the best solution is to pray
together about their differences.
7. It is sometimes necessary to nag another
person in order to get him to respond.
8. There are certain matters about marriage
that are best not discussed by a couple.
9. The Bible teaches that we should avoid
people who get angry much of the time.
10. Only positive feelings should be ex
pressed in the marriage relationship.
11. If we are married and something our mate
does bothers us, we should go ahead and
tell him or her and try to change him
or her .
12. It is a sign of spiritual and emotional
immaturity for a person to be angry at
another individual.
Taken from Premarital Counseling by H. Norman Wright
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THOUGHTS AND PRINCIPLES ABOUT IN-LAWS
The main facts about in-law tensions are as follows:
1. The person who causes most of these conflicts is
unfortunately the r ther-in-law. One study found
that she initiated much trouble as all the other
in-laws put together.
2. Victims of in-law interference are nearly always
the daughters-in-law. Often the mother-in-law is
jealous of her daughter-in-law for dividing the
affection of her son and tries to win back the cen
tral position of his life by alienating him from his
wif e .
3. Competition and conflict between these two women
reaches its most violent form when they have to live
together in the same house.
k. Rearing of the children is frequently another area
in which the mother-in-law interferes.
5. A mother-in-law who acts in these ways can be very
troublesome. But she deserves your pity more than
your hostility. What this person really needs is
the love of those around her, but since she seems
unable to get it she tries instead to gain her ends
by manipulation and intrigue. Unfortunately she
usually does not realize that she is completely de
feating her own purpose.
Principles to follow with in-laws:
1. No in-law interference can damage a sound marriage.
In-laws cannot drive a wedge between husband and wife
who stand firm together.
2. The policy to adopt is to make it clear that you want
to be friendly and you want to work for harmony be
tween the generations, but you will not tolerate un
warranted interference in your marriage. This must be
clear with no compromise.
3. A confrontation or discussion should be followed up by
sincere and genuine attempts to be friendly and con
ciliatory. You can behave lovingly towards them even
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if you don't feel loving, and the action tends to
promote the feeling. It will help and encourage
your spouse if you make a real effort in this direc
tion. Experience shows that this policy can, in
time, achieve a surprising degree of success.
If you and your in-laws really have very little in
common, short visits from time to time are best.
Remember family ties cannot be broken, and they last
throughout a lifetime. Even if your relationships
with your in-laws are not as they should be right now,
a time may come when you may need their help or they
may need yours.
From Premarital Counseling by H. Norman Wright
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DEALING WITH IN-LAWS
The following suggestions by Landis and Landis could pro
vide guidelines for couples in relation to their in-laws:
Treat your in-laws with the same consideration and
respect that you give to friends who are not in-laws.
2. When in-laws take an interest in your life and give
advice, do just as you would if any friend gave ad
vice: If it is good, follow it; if it is not good,
accept it graciously and then ignore it.
3. Remember that many times when the in-laws appear to be
too concerned with your affairs, they are not trying
to interfere in your life but are sincerely interested
in your welfare.
4. Look for the good points in your in-laws.
5. When you visit your in-laws, make the visits reasonably
short .
6. When visiting in-laws, be as thoughtful, courteous, and
helpful as you are when you are visiting other friends.
7. Accept your in-laws as they are; remember that they
would probably like to make changes in you, too.
8. Mothers-in-law have been close to their children before
marriage; give them time to find new interests in life.
9. Go into marriage with a positive attitude toward your
in-laws�you believe it is a good family to marry into
and you intend to enjoy your new family.
10. Give advice to your in-laws only if they ask for it;
even then, use self-restraint.
11. Discuss the faults of your spouse only with him, not
with your family.
12. Do not quote your family or hold them up as models to
your spouse.
13. Remember that it takes at least two people to create an
in-law problem. No one person is ever entirely to blame.
I6l
For a married couple to handle relationships with parents
and in-laws on a positive basis, they need to:
1. Be mindful of the fact that family ties are normal,
necessary, and important and that a brusque rejection
of them can only bring unhappiness to all;
2. Make the process of separating therase es gradual
rather than abrupt;
3. Accept the spouse's concern for his parental family;
A- Accept the fact that parents cannot automatically
stop being interested in, and concerned about, their
children just because the latter get married, and
parental help can sometimes be a wonderful thing to
have ;
5. Present a united front to any attempt by parents or
in-laws to interfere; firmness is more effective than
host ility .
From Premarital Counseling by H. Norman Wright
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Becoming An In-law - - Building Positive Relationships
Parents please complete these questions and return the
questionnaire to the pastor. The purpose of this ques
tionnaire is two-fold:
1. To build positive concern
2. To help eliminate potential problems that might occur
I will be sharing your answers with your son and daughter-
in-law to be or your daughter and son-in-law to be.
1. How would you describe your relationship with your
parents and in-laws during the early years of your
marriage?
Parents :
In-laws :
2. Would you like your married children to approach you
in the same way you approached your parents and in-laws?
Why or why hot?
3. What would you list as some major needs of your soon-to-
be married son or daughter? Could those needs be best
met (1) with your help, (2) by himself or herself, or
(3) with the new marriage partner?
4. Are there some unique needs of your mate related to the
leaving of your child? How might you help him or her
in these areas?
5. What will be the greatest adjustment that you will have
to make as your son or daughter leaves home?
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6. If you could ask your son or daughter to pray for you
as you make this transition, what would you ask them
to pray?
7. Will you expect the new couple to visit you often? How
do you define "of n"? How will you go about suggesting
they visit you?
8. When the newlyweds choose something that is not your
choice, what do you think your response will be? (Can
you think of an example?)
9. Do you expect the newly married couple to call before
visiting you and vice versa? Can there be spontaneous
"drop ins"?
10. What plans, secrets, and problems do you expect the
new couple to share with you? If that does not happen,
what do you think your reaction will be?
11. In what way do you think and speak of your son-or daugh
ter-in-law as a positive addition to your family?
12. In what way are you taking into consideration the
feelings of the other family (Parents-in-law) in making
wedding plans?
Scheduling holiday visits?
Giving gifts?
Seeing the grandchildren?
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13. Please describe six expectations that you have for
the couple after they are married.
14. Please take another piece of paper and together com
pose a letter describing in detail why you are looking
forward to your son's or daughter's fiance' becoming
your son-or daughter-in-law.
This should be addressed to that person. Please write
at least three paragraphs.
Taken from Premarital Counseling H. Normal Wright
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FINANCES QUESTIONNAIRE
Circle the answer describing how you feel about the
following :
E - Extra
D - Desirable
U - Useful
Life Insurance E D U N
A Color TV E D U N
New Furniture E D U N
A Stereo Set E D U N
A Wig E D U N
Having a Car E D U N
Having Two Cars E D U N
Owning a Boat E D U N
Planning a Family Budget E D U N
Owning your Own Home within Five Years E D U N
Giving 10% to the Church E D U N
A Dishwasher E D u N
A Blender E D u N
Laundry Service E D u N
A Camper E D u N
Pets E D u N
A Complete Set of China E D u N
Donations to Charity E D u N
A Working Wife E D u N
Vacation Once a Year E D u N
Air Conditioner E D u N
Continued Formal Education After Marriage E D u N
Long Terra Savings Plan E D u N
Medical Insurance E D u N
Credit Cards E D u N
Installment Buying E D u N
A Motorcycle E D u N
Beauty Shop Once a Week E D u N
Taken from Premarital Counseling by H. Norman Wright
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YOU PAID HOW MUCH FOR THAT?
Secret thought of a husband: "I just can't understand why
my wife is always short of money. Now if I took over,
things would be more efficient and t ^re would be money to
spare .
"
A wife broods: "I don't know why my husband says he can't
take me out more often. His expenses aren't that high."
Do you confess to thinking like that occasionally? Here
is your chance to show how much you know about the day-to
day money problems your spouse faces. This quiz for married
couples is divided into two sections, one for each partner.
Each of you is asked the approximate cost of twenty-five
items or services that the other usually pays for. Here are
the rules:
Wives ask their husbands the questions headed "For Men."
Husbands ask their wives the questions headed "For Women."
In some cases a price range rather than the approximate cost
may be allowed .
Score four points for each correct answer. Don't be too
strict. Give your spouse credit for a correct answer if he
or she comes within, say, 10 percent of the right amount.
If you want to compare scores, go ahead. But that's not
the point of the quiz. The idea is simply to show you how
well you understand your mate's side of the spending. And
maybe the quiz will teach you a lesson: Don't beef about
somebody's spending habits until you know what you are
talking about.
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For Men
How much would you have to pay for these?
1. A ten-pound turkey
2. A five-pound bag of potatoes
3. A chocolate cake mix
4 . A chuck roast for six
5. A week's supply of milk
6. A broom
7. A large box of detergent
8. A two-quart ceramic casserole with lid
9. A set of eight water-glasses
10. A set of six steak knives
11. A fake fur coat
12. A pair of pantyhose
13. A three-piece polyester pants suit
14 . A woman's swimsuit
15. A girl's blouse
16. A pair of kid's jeans
17. A pair of children's shoes
18. A nylon lace half-slip
19. A king-size no-iron sheet
20. A machine-washable, drip-dry tablecloth
21. 3 1/2 yards of double-knit fabric
22. A pair of steel sewing shears
23. A pair of sheer Dacron window curtains
24. A permanent wave
25- A tube of lipstick
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For Women
How much would you pay for these?
1. A quart of motor oil
2. A chassis lubrication
3. A set of shock absorbers
4. A pair of first-line tires
5. A 20 incn power mower
6. Fertilizer to cover the lawn
7. A 6-foot aluminum stepladder ____
8. A set of four screwdrivers
9. An adjustable wrench
10. A gallon of latex paint
11. A fiber glass fishing rod
12. A boy's baseball mitt
13. A haircut, including tip
14. The home heating bill for a year
15. The yearly federal income tax
16. Your husband's annual life insurance
premiums
17. An 'off-the-rack' worsted suit
18. A man's raincoat
19- A medium-priced pair of shoes
20. A pair of knit slacks
21. A wash-and-wear shirt
22. Ten shares of American Tel & Tel
23. Dinner for four at a good restaurant,
including tip ,
24- A businessman's lunch for two
25. Two tickets to a football or baseball
game .
From Premarital Counseling by H. Norman Wright
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YOUR FIRST YEAR BUDGET
(Try to figure out your expenses for the first twelve
months of marriage)
Flexible Expenses
Clothing ^
Furniture and Equipment, including repairs
Medical and Dental Care
Contributions to Charity
Gifts, Entertainment, Recreation, Hobbies
Day-to-Day Living Costs
Food and Household Supplies
Laundry and Cleaning
Books, Papers and Magazines
Drug Store Sundries
Car Upkeep
Personal Allowances
Total Flexible Expenses $
Add all flexible expenses and divide by
12. This is the amount you need to set
aside each month to take care of flexible expenses.
Fixed Expenses
Paycheck deductions for Taxes i_
Social Security
Other
Housing - Rent
Mortgage Payment
Taxes, Special Assessments
Utilities - Gas
Electric
Water ^
Phone
Church Support - Sunday Collections _
Special Collections
Union or Professional Dues
Membership Fees in Organizations
Insurance Premiums _
Vehicle Licenses
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Regular Payments - Loans
Installments
Christmas Savings Club
Other
Regular Savings
Add Total Fixed Expenses ^
Then divide by 12 - this is the amount you
will need to set aside each month to take care
of fixed expenses.
(1) Figure out your total income for your first
year of marriage. (Total Annual Income) ^
(2) Add your yearly flexible expenses and fixed
expenses. (Total Annual Expenses) ^
Deduct (2) from (1) to find out if you are
in the black or red ^
Taken from Premarital Counseling by H. Norman Wright
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A CHECK LIST FOR USHEFS
AT A CHURCH WEDDINS
G.E. HofRnan
To be selected to sezve as an usher at the church wedding of your
ftiend is one the signal honors that comes to young men. It is an
honor because the Bride and Groon have chosen you to perfonn a vezy
is^xartant flnction in their wedding. Your selection indicates the
Bride and Groom trust in your Judgement, they admire your conduct, and
are confident you will be wsH grooned for the weddii^ day.
To help you in this important function we are makii^ the following
suggestions.
U^iers should assime the responsibility to seat guests, oversee the
pr�-wBdding preperaticns of the Sanctuary, and escort the members of
the wedding party at the proper times.
'(ti ARRIVAL at the church, except in case of a very snail wedding
should be scheduled for one hour before the appointed tijne of
the wedding.
After arrival the ushers should maks sure the limiting is
co(cx�ct� the candles are lit, and the boutonnierB for tha nan are
distributed to the proper places. Bach usher will usually haw a
boutoraiiere to
�Ehe Ushers should ox^uiize themBelves to decide vAiich entrances they
wm serve. Ohe bride's ftaiily ani guests are al*�ya seated on the
left side of the Sanctuary as you llace the Altar. The groom's femily
ard guests are seated cn the right aide. In the event that one side
seeos severely out of balance ttese rules nay be relaxed with late
arriving guests seated cn the side havix)g the most room.
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The Usher offers his arm to the lady asldng, "Are you ftlends of the
bridej or the grooni?" If he knows the family he does not need to ask.
The lady is escorted to the proper seat and her hiisharri and children
will follow and enter the pew after her.
When the time for the wedding approaches and it is clear that most of
the guests have axrived, the mother of the groom is seated in the
second pew frc- the �ront, ri^t side. Her husTaand may have already
been seated there. In seme cases he may wish to enter with her.
Then the mother of the hride is seated in the pew on the left side.
Two ushers should then processd down the ceter aisle and, taking the
Mdiite runner by each of the comers, they pull -
it behind them down the aisle until they have
^
--
it all VBifolded and snug. It should be pinned at ~-
^
^
the entrance to the center aisle. �
The ushers should then proceed to their appointed palces and the ,
organist will begin the Wedding March. ^^^^V.^
When the ceremcHiy is conpleted, the ushers will escort the bridesmaids
down the center aisle, unless there is an exception made at the time of
rehearsal.
Wien the wedding party ahas reached the exit from the sanctuazy, the
u^iers will return to conplete their function.
One usher will escort the bride's mother and her family to the exit to
the Sanctuary.
Another usher will then escort the groom's mother to the exit.
Two ushers shovild stand at the center aisle � end of the first
ocoqpled pew and daniss those guests. As the guests move to recieving
line the ushers continue idanissing one pew at a time until all have
been dianissed.
These acts will help everyone in the wedding, and all the guests to
teve a @pleasant and happy experience.
REMEMBERt
1. SMILE - it is contagious.
2. BE POLITE - Guests arriving from out of town are frequently
early. It is embarrassing or all if they
are here before you.
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3, BE HELPFUL - Anything can happen vAien good friends get
together. Be ready to help i**ien there is
an emergenpy, a misunderstanding or a problon.
4. BE REVHWNT - Your friends have chosoi a church wedding.
Ws should all respect their choice and the
traditions of the congregation of the church.
5. THANK YOU - You will be a real help to all, and your iriends
will ronember your help for nany years.
Gilbert E. Hofftnan
1969
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THE RBCIEVINS LINE
We are often asked "by manbers of the Wedding Party about the
proper line-\Q> for the Recieving Line. The final decision should be
nede the bride and groom. To assist you we are repeating here a
suggestion from an issue of Bride Hfeigazine, (fall 1968)
The bride's father seldom participates in the recieving line, tut
stands between the two mothers v*ien he does. The inclusion of the
groom's father is optional.
Mother Mother Eather Bride Groom Hfedd of Maids
of Bride of (kxxm of Groom Honor
NOTE I Usheres and best man are not included in this recieving line.
Written by Gilbert E. Hofftnan, I969
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